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ON-PAGE SEO:
EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO KNOW

Anna Crowe 

Chapter 1



Title tag. Meta description. Image alt text. 

These are the essential on-page SEO factors most of us digital 
marketers start with these days. 

But just because you see the green light checked in your Yoast SEO 
WordPress plugin, it doesn’t mean your work is done. You can always 
do better by expanding your knowledge. 

It’s not always easy to pick up on the cues from Google and other 
search engines — especially if you’re a newbie. Thankfully, this article 
will help you understand what major search engines are looking for 
on-page. 

In this piece, you’ll learn what on-page SEO is, why it matters, and 11 
of the most important on-page SEO considerations today.

Think of this as your go-to on-page SEO factor checklist. 

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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WHAT IS ON-PAGE SEO?

WHY ON-PAGE SEO IS IMPORTANT

On-page SEO (also known as on-site SEO) refers to the practice 
of optimizing webpages to improve a website’s search engine 
rankings and earn organic traffic.

In addition to publishing relevant, high-quality content, on-page 
SEO includes optimizing your headlines, HTML tags (title, meta, 
and header), and images. It also means making sure your website 
has a high level of E-A-T – Expertise, Authoritativeness, and 
Trustworthiness.

On-page SEO considers various aspects of the webpage that, 
when added together, will improve your website’s visibility in the 
search results.

On-page SEO is important because it helps search engines 
understand your website and its content, so it can determine 
whether it is relevant to a searcher’s query.

As search engines become more sophisticated, there is a greater 
focus on relevance and semantics in search engine results pages 
(SERPs).

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Adapting to this is essential, and you can do it by ensuring that 
your website and its content are well-optimized according to the 
latest best practices. That goes for what is visible to users on your 
webpages (i.e., text, images, video, or audio) and elements that are 
only visible to search engines (i.e., HTML tags, structured data), as 
well. 

You can’t simply ignore on-page SEO because you have more control 
when optimizing for on-site elements than off-page SEO that consists 
of external signals (i.e., backlinks).

If you put effort into on-page strategies, you’ll see a boost in traffic 
and a rise in your search presence. Not only that, you’ll better meet 
the needs of your audience/customers, too.

This guide will walk you through the most important elements of on-
page SEO.

Paying close attention to these 10 areas will help improve your 
content and authority – and increase your rankings, traffic, and 
conversions.

Google, with its plethora of complex algorithms, is now 
much better at:

• Understanding what users are searching for when they type 
a query.

• Delivering search results that meet user intent (informational, 
shopping, navigational).

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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HERE IS THE ONLY ON-PAGE SEO CHECKLIST 
YOU’LL NEED
This handy on-page SEO checklist will help guide you on how to 
optimize your website or blog. 
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E-A-T, which stands for Expertise, Authoritativeness, and 
Trustworthiness, is the framework that Google raters use to assess 
content creators, webpages, and websites as a whole.

Google raters use the Search Quality Guidelines to evaluate content 
as per this concept of E-A-T.

Google has always put a premium on high-quality content. It wants to 
ensure that sites producing high-quality content are rewarded with 
better rankings — and that sites with low-quality content get less 
visibility.

There is a clear relationship between what Google considers high-
quality content and what appears in the search results.

Google’s Gary Illyes confirmed in a Q&A with Maries Haynes that 
Google does not score E-A-T. 

Call it correlation or causation – whatever it is, E-A-T is somehow 
playing a role in Google’s organic search results. 

This means E-A-T must be a consideration in your SEO strategy.

1. Create High-Quality Content That Can E-A-T

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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The title tag, an HTML tag that exists in the head section of each 
webpage, provides an initial cue or context as to the topical subject 
matter of that page.

It is featured prominently in the SERPs (typically used as the clickable 
link) and in the browser window.

2. Write Persuasive Title Tags

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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The title tag has little impact on organic rankings, but it is a confirmed 
ranking factor.

Google’s John Mueller has shared that page titles are not vital for 
rankings compared to the main content: 

With that said, missing, duplicate, and poorly written title tags can all 
negatively impact your SEO results, so make sure you’re optimizing for 
this element.

Since the early days of SEO, meta descriptions have been an 
important optimization point.

Meta descriptions are tags that provide a description of what the 
page is about and are often displayed in the SERPs underneath the 
title of the page.

While Google maintains that meta descriptions don’t help with 
rankings, there is anecdotal evidence that indirect attributes of better 
descriptions do help.

3. Write Compelling Meta Descriptions

“We do use [the title tag] for ranking, but it’s not the 
most critical part of a page. So it’s not worthwhile filling 
it with keywords to kind of hope that it works that way.”

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Google’s John Mueller confirmed this on Twitter. 

Optimizing meta description correctly can help improve:

• Click-through rate (CTR).

• Perception of the quality of the result.

• Searcher understanding of what your website offers.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Want your website content to perform well on search? Then start 
writing compelling headlines.

Wistia increased organic traffic 30% for a blog post with more 
actionable headline.

A great headline can mean the difference between a click and an 
impression – that’s why it’s important to create them strategically.

4. Write Captivating Headlines

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Header tags are HTML elements (H1-H6) used to differentiate 
headings and subheadings within your content from other types of 
text (e.g., paragraph text).

Check out these engaging header tags from FullStory’s blog.

5. Treat Header Tags Like Headlines

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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For example, this is one of the top performing posts in terms of 
clicks on Search Engine Journal: 7 Urgent Steps to Take When Your 
Facebook Account Gets Hacked.

Your headlines need to spark interest for it to stand out on the SERPs 
– enticing users to click through and continue reading the rest of the 
content.

Make the value the post offers clear with a captivating headline that 
clearly communicates the value of clicking through.
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Header tags aren’t as critically important for your site rankings as they 
used to be, but these tags still serve an important function – for your 
users and your SEO.

They can indirectly impact your rankings by:

• Making your content easier and more enjoyable for visitors 
to read.

• Providing keyword-rich context about your content for the 
search engines.

SEO writing means creating content with both search engines and 
users in mind.

There is a strategy behind writing solid SEO content – and it is more 
than just keyword research and filling in the blanks.

Simply producing content for the sake of it won’t do. Remember that 
you’re writing content for people – therefore, that content must be 
high-quality, substantial, and relevant.

6. Write For Users After You’ve Done Your 
SEO Research

True or false? The more pages you have targeting a keyword, the 
better you’ll rank for that keyword.

7. Avoid Keyword Cannibalization

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Auditing your existing content is crucial because it helps 
you:

• Evaluate whether your existing content is achieving its goals 
and gaining ROI.

• Identify whether the information in your content is still 
accurate or has become stale (or even outdated).

• Determine what types of content are working for you.

False!

Targeting a specific term across multiple pages can cause “keyword 
cannibalization,” which has some potentially disastrous consequences 
for your SEO.

When you have multiple pages ranking for the same keyword, you’re 
competing with yourself.

It’s essential to identify whether keyword cannibalization exists on 
your website and resolve it right away.

Most content creators are focused on creating new content that they 
forget to audit their existing content. And this is a mistake.

Content audits can significantly help your SEO strategy, and they 
should be done on a regular basis.

8. Conduct Regular Content Audits

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Adding images is a good way to make your webpages more appealing. 
But not all images are created equal – some can even slow down your 
website.

Optimizing images properly will help you make the most of a valuable 
SEO asset.

Images shouldn’t be an afterthought. Make sure to incorporate images 
that support your content and use descriptive titles and alt text.

9. Always Follow Image Optimization Best Practices

Image optimization has many advantages, such as:

• Additional ranking opportunities (including showing up on 
Google Image Search).

• Better user experience.

• Faster page load times.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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ON-PAGE SEO HELPS YOU RANK HIGHER AND KEEP 
USERS ENGAGED
On-page SEO is important to increase your website’s visibility, rank 
higher in the SERPs, and attract more users. 

On-page SEO is an ongoing process that’s ever-evolving. This isn’t a 
full list of everything you need for SEO, but it’s a solid starting line to 
get you ahead of your competitors. 

Keep this checklist handy and use it to maximize your on-page 
optimizations for every page. 

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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HOW TO DO A CONTENT 
AUDIT: THE ULTIMATE 
CHECKLIST

Ashley Segura

Chapter 2



Here are a few reasons why you need to audit your 
content on a regular basis:

• Goals: Is your content achieving its goals? What is your ROI 
from the content you’ve produced? You won’t know unless 
you measure your content’s performance and track it through 
regular audits.

• Staleness: Your content can become stale or even outdated 
over time. Don’t beat yourself up, though. Stale content isn’t 
always your fault. What was relevant two years ago may sim-
ply need updating now.

• Accuracy: As your content ages, facts and data that once 
were true and accurate can become inaccurate. Running an 
audit through your content regularly will ensure your post’s 
accuracy, helping to protect both your brand’s reputation 
and your search rankings.

How long has it been since the last time you did a complete 
inventory and analysis of your content? 

This is known as a content audit, and most content creators are 
so focused on creating new content that they forget to audit what 
they’ve already created. 

If it’s been over twelve months, you may be basing your content 
strategy on out of date information. 

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Hopefully one, if not all, of those bullets spoke to you and you now 
understand why it’s so important to audit your content regularly.

Now, let’s get into the audit breakdown.

• Know What’s Working: How will you ever know what type 
of content or which blog post is your most successful if you 
never go back to audit all of your content pieces? Perhaps 
pumping out three blog posts a week is really just tiring, and 
not actually producing any results. You’ll never know if you 
don’t go back and do a content audit to see which pieces 
perform best, and which were the worst.

CONTENT DETAILS AUDIT
The first part of a content audit dissects the basics for each piece of 
content and is a one-time entry on your audit.

Look at how the content was created, how many people it took to 
create the content, and the basic publishing information.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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You’ll want to track the following for each piece of 
content in a separate content details audit spreadsheet:

• URL.

• Author.

• Which team produced it (content team, social team, SEO 
team, etc.).

• Total Time (how long did it take to produce the content in its 
entirety).

• Title.

• Date.

• Content Type (is it a blog post, infographic, case study, etc.).

• Content Goal (what was the point of producing the content: 
backlinks, traffic, conversions, etc.).

• Word count.

• Comments.

• Shares (break this down by social network and total).

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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CONTENT DATA AUDIT
Here comes the fun part. The content data portion of your audit 
needs to come with its own handy dandy excel doc, just like this one I 
created for you.

Before we get into the data, you need to backtrack and audit your 
past produced content.

Knowing how the content you’ve published performs will help you 
gauge what kind of content you need to create in the future — and 
what kind not to create.

This part of your content audit is going to be time consuming, at least 
in the beginning.

You’ll need to decide how far back you want to begin your content 
audit and then gather all of the content URLs for that time period.

I recommend going back at least one year and gathering data for how 
your content performed the year before.

Collecting all of your past content URLs doesn’t have to be a manual 
process, though.

Luckily, there are plenty of website analytics tools like Google 
Analytics or Semrush’s Content Audit tool that can quickly inventory 
your content based on your sitemap data. These can provide you with 
the list of content URLs to audit.

Perform a Past Audit

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Once you’ve caught up and added all of last year’s content into your 
Excel doc, you can repeat this audit activity for new content on a 
weekly basis.

It will be much easier to keep track of your content and audit it 
regularly when you’re only having to go back one week to input data.

Add the data from the next section to your Excel doc and upload the 
most recent numbers and stats on a weekly basis.

Over time, take note of any drastic changes.

Sometimes content, especially evergreen content, can take months 
before it really takes off.

Prepare Yourself for Ongoing Audits

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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METRICS TO TRACK
Here are the metrics you’ll want to track for your content data audit:

A properly moderated comments section can add valuable user-
generated content to your blog posts and articles. If one of your 
content goals is to build a community on your website, you will want 
to know what content types and topics generate conversation. 

Use the UGC link attribute to ensure you’re compliant with Google’s 
requirements for link markup.

If you don’t allow comments on your blog, check for comments on 
your social media posts about your content.

Some marketers brush off social shares as vanity metrics. However, 
monitoring your content’s social popularity can help you discover the 
topics most likely to intrigue specific social audiences. 

Businesses that know most of their conversions come from Facebook, 
for example, would want to create content popular with Facebook 
audiences. 

An analysis of which posts had the most social shares on Facebook 
in the past is a good way to find out what topics may do well in the 
future. 

Comments

Social Shares

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Ideally, your content will receive a lot of organic traffic.

If you aren’t getting organic traffic, that could be a potential red flag.

Are website visitors arriving on your webpages and exiting without 
engaging with your content? If Google Analytics cannot detect 
scrolling, clicks, or other interactions with your content before a user 
leaves, it is considered a bounce.

And if you have a high bounce rate, that could be a sign of bad 
content.

By evaluating the organic traffic metrics regularly in your audit, you’ll 
know when you can pat yourself on the back or when you need to 
start over.

Organic Traffic

Bounce Rate

Perhaps there is something wrong with:

• Your content strategy.

• The content type.

• How you’re distributing the content.

• The content itself.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Ideally, your content is a gateway that leads a user from a search to 
your website, entertains or informs them, and then guides them to 
more content, depending on their needs.

An extended time on page in conjunction with a low bounce rate 
signals “sticky” content that keeps users intrigued enough to continue 
on to more of your content.

Unsure of what a good bounce rate is?

A range of 26% to 40% is what many consider to be optimal, though 
on average it could even go up to 55%.

Bring on the backlinks – but only the good backlinks that give us a lot 
of boost and credibility, please!

Backlinks

You need to track the backlinks that your content 
produces on a regular basis for two big reasons:

• Your backlinks will change over time. The first day 
you publish a new piece of content, you may gain 2-3 
backlinks. Let a week go by and maybe now 10-12 backlinks 
have appeared. A year down the road, you could have 
589 backlinks to one piece of content as it is promoted, 
discovered, and shared.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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If your content is a long-form blog post of 2,500 words and the 
average time on page is 18 seconds, something is wrong.

This metric will inform you if your content just isn’t right for your 
audience, or if it is and you need to create more content focusing on 
topics just like it.

We want lots of unique visitors viewing our content and increasing the 
amount of views the piece of content gets.

The more views, the more chances of ROI from content like 
conversions, engagement, shares, and backlinks.

Time on Page

Unique Visitors

• Not all backlinks are good. Sure, 589 backlinks might sound 
like a good thing, but not if 500 of those backlinks are 
potentially dangerous to your website, lead to spam, paid, or 
lead to a poor website, you may want to consider removing 
those unnatural backlinks. 

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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How many pages is the user looking at after they have viewed your 
content?

What pages are they going to?

A blog post about the best winter coats to have can encourage a user 
to then click on links within the blog post and shop around on your 
website for different coats. Heck, maybe they’ll even make a purchase 
(<-- goal!).

Are you attracting a new audience with this piece of content?

Returning users are great. Returning customers are even better.

But we also need to aim to attract new users with our content. Ideally, 
you want to see a good mix of both.

Learn where your traffic is coming from by defining your main traffic 
sources.

If a majority of your content’s traffic is coming from Facebook, post 
more of your content on your Facebook page.

If hardly any is coming from your email newsletters, it may be time to 
restructure your emails.

Pages Per Session

New vs. Returning Users

Traffic Sources

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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If your goal for a new piece of content is to generate 100 conversions 
in the first quarter (let’s say, email opt-ins for your email newsletter), 
you need to add a column and track the number of conversions 
coming in from that piece of content.

Perhaps the first week, there are only two conversions and you begin 
to doubt the content entirely.

Let two months go by, and continue to audit each week. You may 
notice that now, the content has produced 140 total conversions, not 
only hitting your goal but surpassing it.

Auditing on an ongoing basis helps to give the figures you’re seeing 
valuable context, enabling you to make smarter, data-backed 
decisions.

Conversions

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO TRACK
If you want to add more details about your content, here are some 
ideas of what to track.

Add columns to your spreadsheet for these SEO fields on each piece 
of content. 

It will help when optimizing your content in the future to see all of the 
SEO titles and meta descriptions you’ve used in one place.

Keep track of specific promotional campaigns for each piece of 
content by logging any custom UTM parameters you used to track 
your content. 

These may come in handy when you’re creating UTM parameters 
for new content or when you’re looking for data on past content in 
Google Analytics.

If you have conversion events set up in Google Analytics, you can 
see which landing pages generate the most revenue. Visit the Pages 
and screens report under Engagement to see which pages on your 
website are leading to conversions. 

SEO Title & Meta Description 

UTM Parameters

Leads / Sales

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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How well did your content perform when you shared it with your email 
list? 

If email engagement is an important goal for your content, you’ll want 
to keep track of your opens, clicks, and forwards to see which content 
performs best.

Have you taken a collection of posts and turned them into an ebook, 
or vice versa? Keep track of content you’ve repurposed.

Combine metrics from the main content and additional pieces 
of related content to see how repurposing benefits your content 
strategy.

Did a particular piece of content stay at the top of the SERPs for its 
target keyword phrase? 

Note the best keyword rankings and how long they lasted to 
determine which types of content have long term search wins and 
which types have short term search wins.

This will give you insight into the types of content and content topics 
that make a positive impact on your ROI.

Email Metrics

Repurposed Content

Top Keyword Ranking

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Did you work with any influencers to get the word out about your 
content? Note the influencers that generated the most traffic or social 
shares for content. 

You may want to work with them again in the future for similar types 
of content.

Influencer Reach

MEASURE RESULTS
Based on what your original content goals are, you need to decide 
whether your content is working for you.

Each piece of content you audit will have several data metrics 
attached to it. These metrics will tell you if you’re hitting the mark or 
missing it drastically.

For the content that does well, take note of what the details in the 
audit are telling you. Analyze what type of content it was, the topic, 
who produced it, and when it was published.

Repeating your successes can help you create similarly high-
performing content.

For the content pieces that don’t hit your goals, take extra note of 
their metrics.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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Sometimes it’s the channels the content was published on. Other 
times it’s a mixture of things such as the author, timeframe of 
publication, and/or the content type.

You may be able to apply some of the teachings learned from your top 
performers to the underdogs to get them ranking better, as well.

Don’t be afraid to try new content types, as long as you’re willing to 
measure its effectiveness through regular auditing.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  O N - PA G E  S E O
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E-A-T is not a ranking factor, but features heavily in Google’s Search 
Quality Evaluator Guidelines. These are the people who evaluate page 
quality to inform algorithm updates, and so their guidelines give us 
insight into what Google considers a top quality user experience. This 
is particularly important in Your Money or Your Life (YMYL) content, 
so called for the serious implications it can have on a searcher’s 
livelihood. Medical advice, stock recommendations, and mortgages 
are just a few examples of YMYL topics.

How can you demonstrate E-A-T in your content to satisfy readers 
and achieve your on-page SEO goals?

Never in the history of the internet have users so strongly craved 
reliability in the information they consume – whether that information 
comes from journalists, authors, politicians, or businesses.

In an era where misinformation runs rampant and once-venerable 
news institutions are now rigorously questioned, people anxiously 
seek reassurance – proof, even – that the information they are 
presented is true and from a reputable source.

And search engines like Google know it.

It’s no longer enough to reverse-engineer Google’s algorithms to 
ensure top ranking in search results. Google now seeks a complex 
array of indicators that signal the expertise, authoritativeness, and 
trustworthiness (E-A-T) of your website and the people who created 
it.
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THE CLOSEST YOUR WEBSITE WILL GET TO 
SHOWING VIRTUE AND INTEGRITY
The trickiest aspect of mastering E-A-T lies in its utter simplicity. 
E-A-T is about the value, reliability, and integrity of content. By 
integrity, we mean providing users with trustworthy information they 
need in a way they can use. You can’t fake your website’s E-A-T, and 
you can’t trick Google into thinking you have it when you don’t.

Maybe it’s this elusiveness – the unshakeable “realness” of content 
that is trustworthy and produced by experts who are authorities in 
their fields – that has prompted Google to prioritize E-A-T in the way it 
has.

Rather, Google engineers have identified indicators of 
trustworthiness, and the presence or absence of these indicators 
influence a website’s ranking.

YOU CAN FLY UNDER THE RADAR UNTIL YOU 
REALLY GET COMPETITIVE
In a business world obsessed with (and a little spoiled by) numbers, 
formulas, automation, and programmable solutions to any conceivable 
challenge, the idea of E-A-T can drive any marketer to the depths of 
frustration.
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If you find yourself in this position, clear your mind, then walk yourself 
through this simple truth: 

Your customer needs to trust you, your expertise, and your 
reputation.

This applies to you no matter what line of business you are in. It also 
applies just as much to a customer looking for you on the internet as it 
does to a customer standing in front of you at your place of business.

Now, your next question should be: How do I capture that trust on my 
website?

We’re talking about mastering E-A-T, and this is what we will be 
discussing here.
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WHAT IS GOOGLE’S E-A-T, REALLY?
Google wants to reward sites that produce high-quality content, as 
these are the best answers to relevant queries. The search engine 
also wants to make sure that sites that publish low-quality content get 
less visibility

Now, let’s look at each of these factors that make up the E-A-T 
principle.



Demonstrating your expertise is especially important in certain niches 
(e.g., legal, financial, medical). 

The folks at Google want the content on these sites to be written by 
subject matter experts (SMEs) – people who possess the necessary 
knowledge and understanding of the field to talk deeply about a 
specific topic. 

This knowledge can be general or highly specialized.

Google also accepts something it calls “everyday expertise.” 

Here’s how the company explains this concept in the Search Quality 
Evaluator Guidelines:

Expertise
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“Some topics require less formal expertise. Many people 
write extremely detailed, helpful reviews of products or 
restaurants. Many people share tips and life experiences 
on forums, blogs, etc.

These ordinary people may be considered experts in 
topics where they have life experience. If it seems as if 
the person creating the content has the type and amount 
of life experience to make him or her an ‘expert’ on the 
topic, we will value this ‘everyday expertise’ and not 
penalize the person/webpage/website for not having 
‘formal’ education or training in the field.”

https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/guidelines.raterhub.com/en//searchqualityevaluatorguidelines.pdf
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/guidelines.raterhub.com/en//searchqualityevaluatorguidelines.pdf


Putting the Plan in Action

Google wants to provide links to websites that have published helpful 
content that is useful, comprehensive, relevant, and accurate – and 
this makes perfect sense.

People are coming to your website to find answers to important 
questions. So it naturally follows that providing inaccurate, unhelpful, 
or outdated content would be a recipe for SEO disaster.

Google doesn’t want to send its users to incorrect content or websites 
that deliberately mislead users.

So, make sure the people who create your content possess subject 
matter expertise and have sources on board to do the necessary 
research and fact-checking.
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When Google talks about authority, it’s talking about reputation. The 
stronger your reputation as a knowledge source is within your circle of 
industry experts, the greater your authority.

When Google sets its raters on your website, they will scour the 
internet for signals of your authority in your given subject area. They 
will look in news articles, reviews, references, and even Wikipedia 
articles.

The raters want to check your (or your website’s) level of authority on 
the subject your website covers. The stronger that level of authority, 
the better your site will rank.

Authoritativeness
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Make it Likable and Linkable

Another element that signals authoritativeness on your webpage is 
linkability. Links – especially the quality of those links – continue to be 
a top-ranking factor. 

This is no secret.

For years, we’ve heard links compared to votes, where the more votes 
you get, the more authoritative (or popular) you are.
It’s hard to get people to vote for you if they don’t know your name, 
right? The same applies to “votes’’ for your website content. 

Where expertise is having specific knowledge or skills, 
authoritativeness is what happens when others (inside and outside of 
your industry) recognize that expertise.

That recognition can come in the form of links, mentions, shares, 
reviews, or any other type of citation.

It kind of sounds like authoritativeness is like your online reputation, 
right?

That’s because, in a way, it is. The best way to build that 
authoritativeness online is to create that useful content discussed in 
the last section.



You want people to trust in your brand or business and be willing to 
endorse or buy from you.

As in the “real world,” you have to put in a ton of hard work to earn the 
trust of internet users and search engines.

One way to increase your trustworthiness is by highlighting the 
credentials of your content creators and the website. Think awards, 
testimonials, endorsements, and other trust factors. 

People have to feel they can trust all the information they find on your 
website.

Trustworthiness

Likewise, Google wants to rank websites and content that it can trust. 
In 2018, Google made an update referred to by some in the industry 
as the Medic Update that prioritized reputable, well-researched 
content. This update signaled to marketers just how much emphasis 
Google was placing on E-A-T.

Trust also ties into Google’s YMYL concept.
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WHAT IS YMYL?
Websites that sell products or provide services or information that 
can impact users’ happiness, health, financial stability, or safety are 
categorized by Google as YMYL – which stands for “Your Money or 
Your Life.”

Google’s John Mueller shared some insight into the importance of 
E-A-T for YMYL websites in a March 2021, Google Search Central 
SEO hangout.

“I don’t think there is one simple approach to that. And I 
think especially when it comes to medical content, I think 
that’s super important that our algorithms are very picky 
there with regards to what we show. So I would look at 
the quality rater guidelines and really think about how 
your site might be perceived by the quality raters.

The quality raters don’t make the algorithms, but they 
do give us a lot of insight into what we might do in 
our algorithms. So I would strongly recommend going 
through that. And I think it’s especially, when it comes to 
these kind of sites, it’s less about the tactics and really 
more about making sure that it really is a legitimate 
business and that it’s backed up by appropriate 
trustworthy sources.

So not just high quality content, and doing all of this 
syndication, all of these things. But really making sure 
that it’s written by a doctor, it’s created by medical 
professionals who are legitimate in their field.”
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The bottom line when it comes to YMYL is simple: Make sure that 
any content on your website will help, not hurt, the people who 
consume it.

Make your users feel safe.

Take great care of your users, and Google should take great care
of you.

WHY IS E-A-T IMPORTANT FOR YOUR SEO?
For as long as I can remember, Google has been telling us to create 
great content. And great content is what appears at the top of 
Google’s search results.

So, in some form, Google considers E-A-T when returning search 
results, so you should, too.

Be aware that E-A-T applies to all types of sites, even those related to 
gossip, fashion, humor, forums, and Q&As.

This means E-A-T applies to your site.

Accordingly, your top priority should be creating content that your 
target audience wants or needs – content that offers true value.

Creating these pages for your website should help it perform better in 
Google’s search results.

And, yes, this is much easier said than done. First, you must have a 
clear understanding of what Google means by “high-quality content.”
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WHAT IS HIGH-QUALITY CONTENT?
Whatever content you create must have a purpose. Your content must 
benefit your clients, customers, users, or readers.

The highest quality pages (including YMYL pages) will have an 
extremely high level of E-A-T, according to Google’s guidelines.

Common Traits of High-Quality Pages

According to the Search Quality Evaluator Guidelines, 
high-quality pages are those that have:

• High levels of Expertise, Authoritativeness, and 
Trustworthiness (E-A-T).

• A positive reputation as a website that is responsible for the 
main content on the page.

• A satisfying amount of high-quality main content, including a 
descriptive or helpful title.

• A positive reputation for the creator of the main content, if 
different from that of the website.

• Satisfying website information and information about who 
is responsible for the website (for shopping pages or those 
that enable financial transactions, this includes satisfying 
customer service information).
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WHAT IS LOW-QUALITY CONTENT?
Low-quality content is, as you’d expect, the exact opposite of high-
quality content.

As Google puts it:

If high-quality content helps your site rank higher, it logically follows 
that low-quality pages could hurt your Google rankings.

If your content is inaccurate, has no purpose, or includes elements 
that hurt the user experience, it’s unlikely that Google will feature your 
website prominently in the search engine results pages (SERPs).

“Websites or pages without some sort of beneficial pur-
pose, including pages that are created with no attempt to 
help users, or pages that potentially spread hate, cause 
harm, or misinform or deceive users, should receive the 
Lowest rating.”
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Common Traits of a Low-Quality Page

Here are the characteristics of a low-quality page, 
according to Google’s guidelines:

• The page has an inadequate level of Expertise, 
Authoritativeness, and Trustworthiness (E-A-T).

• The title of the MC is exaggerated or shocking.

• There is an unsatisfying amount of website information or 
information about the creator of the MC for the purpose of 
the page (no good reason for anonymity).

• The website or the MC creator has a mildly negative 
reputation based on extensive reputation research.

• The quality of the main content (MC) is low.

• Ads or secondary content (SC) distracts from the MC.

• There is an unsatisfying amount of MC for the purpose of the 
page.

In short, low E-A-T means bad content. Bad content means bad 
SEO, and bad SEO means you’re missing out on valuable traffic and 
conversions due to low rankings.
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HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR WEBSITE’S E-A-T
Hopefully, you now understand the E-A-T concept and why it’s 
important.

So, how can you make sure your website content is high quality and 
also boost your on-page SEO efforts?

Here are some best practices to follow when creating new content.

Think about the last time you landed on a blog where some content 
was published by “Admin” or some random guy with no last name.

Did you trust that site? Was the content amazing?

No and no.

Google’s guidelines advise creating articles with “journalistic 
professionalism.”

Part of that professionalism means every piece of content you publish 
should have the writer’s name – their byline – attached to it.

Here’s how Search Engine Journal highlights the bylines of its articles:

1. Identify Your Authors With a Byline & Bio
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Identify All Your Content Contributors

Ideally, you should highlight the biographical details of every person 
who creates content for you – whether that’s blog posts, articles, or 
question and answer pages.

Is the author of your content a recognized expert in your field? Then 
you definitely want to highlight that.

You can do so on a separate bio page that also contains the author’s 
past content or even at the bottom of the article.
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Clicking on [Read full bio] leads to my full bio page with information 
that establishes who I am and what I do.

What to Include on a Bio Page

Here are some essential elements of a good bio page:

• Full name.

• Headshot.

• Title/position.

• A detailed bio.

• Contact information (e.g., email form, social media).
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Search Engine Journal does both. At the bottom of any SEJ article, 
you’ll see an author’s box like this.



Doing all of this makes it easy for users (and Google) to know who 
created the content and assess their individual E-A-T.
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When visitors arrive on your landing pages, is it easy to find your 
contact information?

Can they quickly determine how to get customer support?

Remember, E-A-T evaluates your website as a whole. The easiest 
solution is to make sure you link to your About Us and Contact Us 
page in either your main or footer navigation.

If you don’t have those pages on your website, make them now!

2. Make Your Contact Info Easy to Find

As Search Engine Journal’s Executive Editor Danny Goodwin puts 
it: “You have to decide whether to improve or remove your old or 
outdated content. SEJ jumped on this process and doubled the site 
traffic in just over a year,” according to Goodwin.

If you have content that is no longer useful – or is just so terrible 
that it’s not worth the time investment to update or improve it – then 
pruning that content is one quick way to improve your E-A-T.

3. Remove or Improve Your Low-Quality Content

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/about-us-page-examples/250967/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/examples-contact-us-pages/378518/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/improve-remove-old-content/300961/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/improve-remove-old-content/300961/
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Here are some ways you could increase E-A-T:

• Have a more authoritative person write the content.

• Add quotes from experts, data, sources, or citations.

• Make some simple edits to improve the readability, grammar, 
spelling, and structure.

• Add some visual appeal, such as photos, charts, screenshots 
(and make sure to optimize those images).

• Add more information to make it more comprehensive.

• Add a video for people who prefer that format vs. text only 
(this has the added benefit of potentially keeping visitors on 
your site longer).

• Write a new and better title.

Giving Your Content a Makeover

Removing content should always be your last resort, but if it needs 
to be done, do it without hesitation. Ideally, you want to identify any 
content that looks like it has low E-A-T and figure out ways you can 
reverse that.

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/on-page-seo/image-optimization/


The process of elevating content definitely takes longer, but doing 
so will greatly improve your website’s E-A-T and performance. This 
process is especially crucial for any YMYL pages.

A positive brand reputation is key to both growing your business and 
your E-A-T.

One way you can do this is through thought leadership. If you can 
share insights that your target audience truly finds valuable, this can 
push them down the path to conversion.

High-quality thought leadership content is good for winning, keeping, 
and growing a business. This will also help you build authority in your 
niche and help Google trust you.

Thought leadership is incredibly powerful when done right, so make 
sure you aren’t underwhelming your audience!

Learn more about how thought leadership delivers real ROI here.

4. Create a Positive Brand Reputation
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SUMMARY
Is E-A-T a ranking factor?

This is the wrong question to ask, in my opinion. Let’s forget about 
ranking factors for a moment and think about your audience instead.

If you’re doing everything outlined in Google’s E-A-T guidelines, then 
you’re creating informative, useful, high-quality content that your 
audience wants and helping them accomplish a task (e.g., acquiring 
knowledge, buying a product).

In other words, you’re providing a satisfying user experience.

Anything good for users is good for helping you rank in Google – and 
driving the traffic and conversions you really want.
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Becoming a global enterprise is such an undertaking that we often 
associate it with companies with large financial muscles, expansive 
processes, and strong organizational decision-making. 

Despite its presumed complexity, in this digital era, many companies 
are assessing how to transition to a global presence and many have 
successfully aligned with this way of conducting business. 

At the same time, there are thousands of materials available for users 
to learn about the internationalization and globalization of companies. 

Most though only address issues of export, import, and other 
expensive strategies that do not always adapt to the reality of 
business and digital mechanisms. 

Does this sound familiar?

Fortunately, in recent decades, the internet has turned the academy 
upside down and has enabled professionals in the field to reinvent the 
techniques of internationalization. 

It is true that since its origin, the internet has been understood as a 
naturally global medium, thanks to its ability to remove geographical 
barriers, redefine trade rules, and streamline intercultural knowledge 
processes. 

This has allowed internationalization to be cheaper and with fewer 
investment risks, if we compare it with other traditional models.
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Although it is clear that not all that shines is gold, the resources that 
the internet offers us in global markets cannot make us forget the new 
complexities that are added to strategies. These are more related to 
human interactions.

Being digitally global is no longer a differentiator, but a necessity for 
today’s markets to stand out and be successful. 

Since the 2000s, companies such as Google emerged with a clear 
international idea. 

They are now in charge of establishing the dynamics of commercial, 
cultural, political, and economic exchange in the West. 

In order to have access to the world’s information, we must follow its 
rules and its fundamentals of SEO, User Experience and Core Web 
Vitals.

This means that to be successful in global markets, the first step is to 
be successful in Google. 

So many brands are having great results and branching out beyond 
their country of origin proved to be their best decision yet. 

Rock Content is one example of a company that boldly and 
successfully expanded internationally. 

Rock Content has invested eight years in the digital and international 
market during which time we have impacted more than seven million 
visitors monthly in three unique markets resulting in a 30% quarterly 
growth rate in the United States. 
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As Rock Content’s International Marketing supervisor, I am in the 
unique position to have witnessed exponential growth and vitality 
across a variety of networks, enterprises, and channels. 

These are the four lessons that we have learned throughout our 
history as leaders in global content marketing: 

LESSON 1: GENERATE VALUABLE CONTENT 
ACCORDING TO MARKET NEEDS
Rock Content, a global Digital Marketing company founded in 2013 
in Brazil, implemented internationalization strategies early into its 
existence. 

Its first international action was to introduce the term Content 
Marketing to Brazil.

Although the term was already being implemented in the United 
States, it was Rock Content that popularized the term, not only in 
Brazil but also in all of Latin America. 

It became Rock Content’s goal to educate the market more directly on 
subjects such as SEO, Content Marketing, and Content Experiences. 
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As a result, Rock has been able to gain strength, relevance, and 
authority in the local and international markets.

During our first years, we nurtured the Brazilian market with imported 
Digital Marketing techniques. 

Now, we rely on a large group of SEO experts to develop our own 
content and the technological improvements required for digital 
channels. 

This is why we have stood out: because we fought against market 
giants to position ourselves as creators of methodologies, applied to 
the Latin American context, as market educators, and, of course, as 
satisfiers of Google in the face of their demands. 

Today, we are the owners of the largest blog in Brazil in terms of 
marketing issues, and we report more than 2 million visits per month 
with our Portuguese blog. 

There is a golden rule in Marketing and we knew how to 
take advantage of it: to be successful in a market, it is 
necessary to:

• Know the public well.
• Understand their problems and desires in front of an issue.
• Be able to offer valuable and appropriate content. 
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We have helped more than 2000 companies in Brazil to communicate 
with their audience and with Google, using the most current and 
contextualized strategies for the Latin American SEO market.

LESSON 2: GOOGLE DOESN’T WORK BY 
LANGUAGES, BUT BY COUNTRIES
This is where my involvement is directly related to these lessons.

In 2015, I joined Rock Content, as a collaborator relocating from 
Colombia to Brazil, and with the purpose of beginning a rigorous 
internationalization of our practices with our customers located in 
Mexico. 

That was where we made our first mistake: thinking that fluency in 
one language was enough to succeed in another country.

The mistake was also mine when I naively accepted, as a Colombian, 
the challenge of using my native Spanish to enter Mexico. 

But, working in an Agile environment, this mistake is the reason that I 
started to develop more accurate strategies.

In hindsight, I was not very clear about the cultural, political, and 
economic differences that would be reflected in Mexican linguistics. 

The marketing needs, too, were different from those in Colombia.
Luckily, the error was not expensive. 
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After a few months of immersion in the company, I began to notice 
exponential growth in the visits that came from Colombia, and that 
triggered an alarm in my strategy. 

I had to undertake the arduous task of not only delving into the 
characteristics and needs of the Mexican market in relation to 
marketing issues but also starting to relearn Spanish for local 
purposes.

I realized, once and for all, that Google’s main concern is not to 
understand or attend to languages, but to deliver relevant content 
to a country, regardless of the language with which the user seeks 
information.

In the midst of the insatiable search for concepts in Spanish for 
Mexico, I came across our golden jewel legacy: the keyword 
Mercadotecnia (again, Marketing in Spanish, exclusively for Mexico). 

This led me to ask the following questions: 

• Why am I bringing Colombians to the blog instead of Mexi-
cans? 

• Why is my poignant article on Mercadeo (Marketing in Span-
ish) positioned in Mexico, but not bringing any relevant traffic 
from this country?
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My goal was to have results in Mexico with “Mercadeo,” a very 
Colombian word!

It is useless to insist on a term in a certain language if it doesn’t bring 
results among the public that is your persona. And this was indeed 
a beautiful lesson that doesn’t just apply to Spanish, but to English, 
Portuguese, and any language. 

If there are Marketing objectives, the language will only be a means to 
communicate, but the one who will establish the rules of the game for 
correct communication will always be the target country. 

Google, as always, understands better than anyone the correct 
internationalization techniques.

Once we understood the importance of taking care of the linguistic 
context of a country, Google brought us an extra challenge: the 
search engine was always going to show us information according 
to the country we were in and not information about, in that case – 
Mexico, was our target country. 

No matter how much we looked for information on Mercadotecnia, 
since we were located in Brazil and Colombia, our search wasn’t 
accurate based on where we were in the world.

Extra Lesson: The User’s Search Intention Is 
Fundamental in Digital Internationalization and SEO
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A user in Brazil doesn’t have the same information needs as a 
Colombian, and a Colombian doesn’t have the same needs as a 
Mexican, and so on.

Sometimes a need may coincide between countries regardless of 
their language, but this is not always the case. 

In the end, it is not about what the user is looking for, but the 
information they want to find.

It was then that we began to substitute terms in our routines such as 
content translation to content localization, and we began to study in 
more detail the political and economic maturity of a market in front of 
a topic in order to solve local problems using our marketing strategies.

From there we:

• Learned to use tools such as VPNs. 

• Configured Google according to the desired region and 
language.

• Implemented a more complete Semrush plan to identify 
latent opportunities by region and to better interpret the 
search intention.
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Google.es or google.pt do not correspond to Español (Spanish) or 
Português (Portuguese) and they do correspond to countries such as 
España (Spain) and Portugal.

This is why there are the domains google.com.co (Colombia), google.
com.mx (Mexico), google.com.br (Brazil), etc. The same for English 
countries: google.com (US), google.co.uk (UK), google.ca (Canada), 
etc.

Google knows very well that in order to deliver relevant information 
that satisfies the user’s search intention, it must divide its domain 
corresponding to each country, to allow localized searches.

With this information, we learned and mastered a very deep research 
process. 

We take into account the needs of people by region; and thanks to 
this, we are managing to get in touch with almost 3 million users 
through our blog in Spanish. 

This includes Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, Spain, Peru, and other 
Spanish-speaking countries. 

Google is allowing us to rank well in all these domains, due to the 
education we provide and the localized relevance with which we build 
our content for the Latin American market.

Google Is a Genius 
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LESSON 3: YOU MUST INVEST IN THE RIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY FOR GOOGLE
The work with SEO and content production never stops, especially 
when it’s mixed with internationalization issues.

Rock’s international problems were not solved just with the correct 
localization of the content and with the interpretation of the user’s 
search intent. 

The problems started again after a year of peace when we did a 
domain migration in order to have our efforts in one place from Brazil, 
Mexico, Spain, Colombia, among others. 

During this migration we made a new mistake: we ignored 
geographical distances.

The internet has sold us the false idea that due to quick 
communication with the world there are no more geographical 
barriers.

We have seen that regional linguistics are quite present throughout 
Google and this can represent a barrier for some users. 

Google never mentioned this important detail which could impair our 
SEO strategy.
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The truth is the following: From Mexico to Brazil it took us 13 hours 
of direct flight (13 hours because I will not count the layover time at 
airports). From Brazil to Argentina, we would take perhaps a three-
hour flight.

It is obvious that on the internet we will never take 3 or 13 hours 
to reach these destinations, but what is true is that charging a 
website from Brazil to Argentina, could take us a certain amount of 
milliseconds, and for Mexico, a few more.

This is very abstract, but it is as true as it is important not to ignore it.

I also hope that we are very clear about what an extra millisecond 
means for Google. The search giant doesn’t wait for anyone, not even 
a user.

Going back to our migration, we totally ignored the fact that our 
domain was hosted in Brazil and that if we wanted to continue in 
contact with Mexico, Google would clearly prioritize domains that 
were part of the territory. 

It was not our case, and it was likely that our technology was 
configured for search engines in Portuguese. 

Essentially, Rock Content was lost on the internet.

We learned to take better care of the technical aspects of our SEO. 

Although we satisfy the market with correct content localization, we 
must also satisfy Google with optimized digital channels that allow the 
page to be loaded quickly and allow the robots to analyze the entire 
digital structure in an agile way. 
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Otherwise, we already know the consequences...

But let’s be honest, Google’s recent algorithm update tells us about 
the Core Web Vitals, but this is not new. 

Technical issues versus UX, good technical SEO practices, the speed 
of a website both to load and to be found by search engines, are 
nothing new. 

For us to take our technology seriously, the algorithm had to make 
them more visible. 

According to Sam Underwood, from seotoolbelt.com, “SEO 
skills increase as we develop design, critical thinking, UX and 
communication skills.”

At the beginning of the migration, we lost our traffic in both 
languages. The recovery was tortuous, and it took us a year to return.
 
Every cloud has a silver lining. Thanks to what happened, we 
decided to invest in more specialized teams and experts in SEO and 
programming techniques. 
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This knowledge was used to:

• Improve the visual style of our website and blogs.

• Improve loading time and release unnecessary domain weights.

• Better invest in CDI mirrors that would allow us to perform 
better in different countries.

• International SEO techniques to make better technology 
decisions on a global scale.

With these decisions, we regained Google’s trust, and our domains 
reached such agility that this time it was easier for us to travel with 
our content to the entire American continent and even reach Europe 
that speaks Spanish and Portuguese. 

The daily results of our blogs were surprising, with numbers never 
seen before in our company or in our market area.
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With this, we can come to a small conclusion: SEO and digital 
internationalization are based on people, of course, but also on 
technology. 

Google thinks of everything and as an information technology 
company, it is the first thing that it is going to demand of us.

This was a fundamental basis so that our next internationalization 
plan would not be so overwhelming. We were already in the final 
decision to enter the United States: the market of markets, where SEO 
techniques were first developed. 

The mistakes in this new market would not be so easily overcome 
and Google would be more attentive to our movements, not only in 
technical and relevance terms, but also in legal and business-minded 
aspects.

LESSON 4: GOING INTERNATIONAL IS A MINDSET
Digital transformation is here to stay and, for it to work, it is not 
enough to launch a website and a couple of social networks. 

You have to build an entire business mindset for these media to 
communicate with each other. But the result will be a strong brand 
position and measurable business results.

With digital internationalization, it is the same. 
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It isn’t worth translating a website into another language and 
producing content for other countries if, as a company, you don’t 
adopt strategies together and build business values   that are truly 
international. 

This implies knowing the laws of traditional internationalization since 
it implies hiring people from different countries and dealing with 
consumption policies that vary from one territory to another. 

If a company doesn’t become educated on these issues, it is destined 
to fail.

Google may be the king of information, but as we get deeper into the 
practices and its rules of the game, the more we have to master the 
laws, taxes, and other policies of the world. 

This is how we began the third internationalization: Rock’s acquisition 
of the American firm ScribbleLive in 2019, which led to our triumphant 
entry into the United States market in 2020.

Although we had already built dynamics to work among Latin 
Americans, we were going to face at that time not only the change in 
the business decision-making. 

We were also about to face a corporate cultural change. 

This began a new phase of our Cultural Intelligence. This term applies 
to those who initiate an internationalization to gain global relevance – 
and a change in the way in which marketing is executed.
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Today, Rock Content is composed of more than 20 nationalities 
working together for our three main markets: Brazil, Mexico, and the 
United States. 

We are inherently aware that we communicate with many more 
countries and our practices reflect this globalization.

Before the third internationalization, our blogs in Portuguese and 
Spanish were bringing results in terms of traffic, Google positioning, 
conversion, and sales opportunities. 

But we knew that the American market awaited us with more 
challenges, even though our subject expertise was no longer as new 
in the new territory as it was at the time in Latin America. 

Our bets were on generating an audience and strengthening new 
strategic issues within our SEO, Content Marketing, and Interactive 
Marketing education.

In the construction of the new blog, we already knew that first, we 
had to face a detailed search for localized terminologies. 

Just as in Portuguese and Spanish there are linguistic variations by 
regions. 

In English the same thing happens, adding the difficulty that in English 
we can also find spelling varieties, according to the geographical 
territory.

One example. Which is correct: color or colour? 
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Answer: it depends on the market with which we are communicating.

Venturing into the production of content in English has made us think 
not only about grammatical compositions but also about social and 
even historical structures of the countries. 

Here is Google again giving us internationalization lessons to enable 
our fast growth in the United States.

There have been some barriers in regards to cultural perception, 
technology, business mindset, and building a strong SEO strategy, but 
our American internationalization is going smoothly and allowing us to 
generate 30% quarterly growth in our traffic.

INTERNATIONAL SEO IS A MIXTURE OF 
RESEARCH, PEOPLE, AND TECHNOLOGY
Market research is the fundamental pillar of all digital 
internationalization. Research is what allows us to understand market 
dynamics, linguistic, social, economic, and political contexts and what 
allows us to make appropriate decisions on technology and even 
commercial investment.

In digital internationalization, it’s critical for an enterprise to invest in 
resources and, specifically, on analytical intelligence. 
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Despite the mistakes that are normal for those who start new 
adventures, I can realize that at Rock Content we always had the 
best attitudes to learn the professional and even personal impacts 
that internationalization would bring us.

Now, we are creating a worldwide impact. Today, we have hundreds 
of thousands of new monthly visits from American territory. 

Globally, we already have 7 million monthly organic views of our 
digital channels. We are not done yet! 

We are looking for millions in the US, too. And we’ll get there! 

We are positioning ourselves every day with more keywords in 
Google and building more relevant Marketing content throughout the 
Americas.

Keep up to date with the construction and evolution of our global 
history.
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TITLE TAG OPTIMIZATION: 
A COMPLETE HOW-TO 
GUIDE

Corey Morris

Chapter 4



High level SEO strategy is important. So are the details.

The title tag is just one of many on-page elements we focus on when 
optimizing pages and content.

Optimizing it alone won’t likely lead to many ranking changes. 
However, using it in context with other on-page elements can build 
important context and subject-matter relevance for a page, sections, 
and sites overall.

Beyond just the SEO impact and focus we put on title tags, we also 
need to think of the impact they have on clickthrough rate and 
compelling our target audience to come to our site. 

When the search engines use our title tag as the blue link in the 
search in the search results page, the contents of that tag can make 
or break the decision for a searcher on clicking through or not to our 
site.

In this post, you’ll learn eight best practices for incorporating a solid, 
optimized title tag plan into your SEO strategy. But first, what is a title 
tag?
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WHAT IS A TITLE TAG?
The title tag is an HTML tag that exists in the head section of each 
webpage. It provides an initial cue or context as to the topical subject 
matter of the page it is on.

The title tag features prominently on search engine results pages 
(SERPs) as it is typically used as the clickable link and also appears in 
the browser window.

Other than in these two places, the title tag isn’t as visible as other 
on-page web content (e.g., body copy, image content, and other 
aspects) For that reason,the title tag can sometimes be overlooked.

On its own, the title tag has little impact on organic rankings. No 
single ranking factor is magical or powerful – especially if your content 
is low-quality or you’ve neglected technical SEO.

Here are eight important aspects to consider when optimizing your 
title tags for search.
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Before you can write an optimized title tag, you need to know where 
the page fits into the overall hierarchy of the website.

A home page title tag is going to be much different than a blog post 
or product page.

For websites with a lot of pages, it can be challenging to come up 
with tags that are different from page to page. That’s why mapping 
out your site and knowing where each page fits given the context of 
your subject matter is important.

Each page deeper you get into the site, the more specific you can and 
should be.

You can repeat words and phrases but should be more detailed each 
step down into the site you go. Have a plan so that title tags aren’t 
duplicated on any pages (more on that below).

1. The Page’s Context Within the Site

Here’s an ecommerce example of title tags at different 
levels of the site that have appropriate context:

• Home Page: Groomsmen gifts and unique men’s gifts by The 
Man Registry.

• Product Category Page: BBQ sets and utensil gifts for 
groomsmen by The Man Registry.

• Product Page: 5-Piece Customized BBQ utensil set by The 
Man Registry.
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We can all relate to times we really want to find an answer to 
something specific, yet the top ranking sites are answering a different 
question. The same goes for great content that gets unnoticed.

Knowing what your audience is searching for and how they are 
searching is critical for title tag optimization.

If you don’t know what words and phrases people are using when 
they are searching, then you’re at risk of guessing wrong.

Don’t skip keyword research or ignore it when you are optimizing title 
tags.

You don’t have to worry about every literal version of a keyword 
or phrase in the current context-based era of SEO, but you also 
can’t ignore the searcher and their intent. Find balance, use terms 
consistently, and write in a way that reads naturally to your audience.

Your goal for an optimized title tag is to match the wording that you 
use with what is being searched for as long as the perceived intent is 
the focus of the content of the page.

2. Searcher Intent Keyword Use
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The next step in understanding where the page fits in the hierarchy of 
the website overall is to evaluate the content on the page.

The title tag is most impactful for search engines and users when it 
introduces the topic of the page and the same important keywords 
are used in body copy, image alt attribute, the meta description, URL, 
and other aspects of the page.

Don’t waste your opportunity to leverage this element, among the 
other on-page items, by trying to write it to include words, terms, or 
phrases that aren’t included in the content on the page. 

Google can and will ignore tags that aren’t helpful or meaningfully tied 
to the subject matter of the rest of the page.

You should use words in the title tag that are also used in other parts 
of the page to tie the topic together.

Duplicate title tags are not helpful to searchers or search engines.

If you have duplicate tags, you’ll see them in Google Search Console 
or Bing Webmaster Tools reports. Often, you’ll find that the search 
engines have chosen to ignore your title tag and use other content it 
found on your page for the blue link text in the SERP. This is especially 
true for widespread issues of missing or duplicate title tags.

3. Topical Relevance Within the Page

4. Unique Tags
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When multiple pages have the same tag, those tags are useless to 
the search engine if they are very generic or just list the name of the 
company or organization. Examples include when the entire site has 
the exact same title tag that is simply the domain name or company 
name.

For years, whether due to widespread duplication, improperly 
formatted tags, missing tags, or just tags with content that Google 
doesn’t find helpful or useful, Google has substituted page content for 
the blue link content in the search results page. 

In some cases this is okay; in others, it leads to less desirable content 
in terms of context for the page and also for optimizing for clicks from 
searchers. 

The ideal scenario is to have solid, optimized title tags for users and 
search engines rather than leaving it to chance.

You can use the data provided in Google Search Console and Bing 
Webmaster Tools to find where you have issues as well as run your 
own tests through any number of on-page auditors and crawling tools 
like my favorite, Screaming Frog.

If you have duplicate tags within your site, add writing custom tags to 
your SEO action plan.
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If you have a large website or one that features a large amount 
of dynamic data – like an ecommerce website – finding ways to 
semantically code your tags is essential.

Most content management systems and website platforms will 
automatically generate the title tag. If you want to override or 
customize the default title tag at scale, work with your developer or 
within your website platform settings to find ways to add more detail 
and customize at different levels.

The more you can scale and not have to manually manage hundreds 
or thousands of tags, the better.

An example of a dynamic structure could include some standard text 
in all product page tags but with the specific name of the product 
populated from the database.

For example, it could be “[product_name] groomsmen gifts from The 
Man Registry.” The bracketed “product_name” would be a variable 
that would populate that part of the title with the actual product name 
in the database.

In this case, you wouldn’t have to manually write all product title tags 
and can ensure they are unique. For cases where you have the same 
products with variations or attributes such as different colors, you can 
also look at ways to add more variables from the database.

5. Use Dynamic Options When Possible
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Remember that the title tag will be shown as the text in the blue link 
on the SERPs.

This is prominent real estate and the message featured here greatly 
impacts the searcher’s decision on whether to click through to your 
site or move on to the next search result.

Your focus must be on answering the question, need, or desire of the 
searcher. Give the searcher a reason to click on the link that aligns 
with your content, goals, and what they’re seeking.

Having a clear vision of what your page is about and what the desired 
outcome is for both you and your visitor is critical.

If you’re trying to accomplish too many business goals on a single 
page, it can be hard to focus clearly enough on what the call to action 
(CTA) should be. If you find this to be the case, consider breaking 
your content out into more topics and pages.

Much like the art of writing a solid PPC text ad headline, the title tag 
must match the intent of the searcher to earn their click.

6. Call to Action in SERP

A quick word of caution: Despite the convenience and scaling you can 
do using dynamic tags, you can also do a lot of damage quickly. Be 
sure to audit your tags initially and at regular intervals to make sure 
database and coding implementations are still rendering the tags you 
intend.
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When writing your title tag, keep in mind that the tag is truncated by 
Google at around 70 characters. The user won’t see any word past 
that character count.

However, Google has said that they do index more characters 
than that. Regardless of how long you want to make your title tag 
for Google’s indexing and interpretation of it, keep your goals for 
attracting clicks through from searchers in mind, as well. Consider 
how the title truncates and what will appear on the SERPs.

Get your important words and phrases in there. Be concise, be direct, 
and prioritize important words to appear as early in your title tags as 
possible.

For example, you might have the average sounding home page title 
tag of: “Groomsmen gifts and unique men’s gifts by The Man Registry.”
You could test out more actionable language like “Shop the best 
groomsmen & unique men’s gifts at The Man Registry.”
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Avoid repetitive and spammy looking titles.

Resist the temptation to overdo it with your title tag.

The search engines are focused on context – not literal keyword use, 
frequency, and density.

Pick words that are clearly relevant to the topic of the page and 
searcher intent.

You can use longer form areas of the page to elaborate and build on 
that context.

An example of a dangerous title tag would be: “Groomsmen gifts, 
Groomsman Gifts, Gifts for Men, Unique Gifts.”

Overplaying and repeating words not appears spammy to Google but 
to searchers, as well.

7. Don’t Try Too Hard
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Don’t overemphasize the importance or impact of the title tag alone.
While you might see a small bump from optimizing all the title tags on 
your site, you can’t expect that the title tag alone is your key to SEO 
success.

Holistic search optimization is much more important.

In many cases, title tag optimization is just the start or an entry point. 

Until you are at the top of the SERPs, it probably doesn’t make sense 
to hyperfocus on small adjustments and obsess over minor changes 
in language used to see how they impact rankings one position at a 
time.

8. Keep the Title Tag’s Impact in Perspective
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SEO includes a wide range of elements ranging from technical to on-
page to links and more. While no single element will make or break a 
strategy, you can’t ignore title tags within the overall mix.

Following these eight best practices will help you optimize and scale 
your efforts and contribute to getting hierarchy and context right for 
your website.

Always keep the searcher and your audience in mind. Find the 
right balance between incorporating important keywords with also 
matching the intent for the topic.

Include the title tag in your optimization plan, understand how it helps 
with getting click-throughs, and strive to best optimize it for your 
content and needs.

CONCLUSION
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HOW TO CREATE AWESOME 
META DESCRIPTIONS

Brian Harnish

Chapter 5



WHAT IS A META DESCRIPTION?
The meta description is an HTML tag that provides search engines 
and searchers a description of what the page is about. It is displayed 
on search engine results pages (SERPs) underneath the title of the 
page.

Meta descriptions have always been an essential optimization. Even 
though they do not help rankings, they do help with other goals such 
as improving click-through rates by tempting people to click on your 
listing over others that may not be quite as interesting.

Meta descriptions are considered an indirect signal, in that they do 
not directly influence search rankings.

But does this mean that you should ignore them as part of your SEO 
efforts? Absolutely not! 

Here, you’ll learn how to create awesome meta descriptions that help 
search engines understand your page’s content and inspire searchers 
to click through and visit your website.
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META DESCRIPTIONS VS. SERP SNIPPETS
Some people mistakenly use the terms “meta description” and “search 
snippet” interchangeably.

But meta descriptions and search snippets are two different things.

The meta description is an HTML tag that you control. You can create 
and optimize your own meta descriptions.

Search snippets are the descriptions Google shows for your 
webpages. It could either be the meta description you have created, 
or it could be something completely different. Google controls this.

Why wouldn’t Google use your meta description? Depending on the 
search query, Google may generate a description for your webpage 
that is entirely different from the meta description you created.

This is nothing new. Google automated this process many years ago.
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According to a recent in-depth study performed by 
Yoast:

• Google rewrites many search snippets on its own, to help 
match the searcher’s query more accurately.

• In two-thirds of cases that they examined, Google used 
sentences from the first paragraph to create the search 
snippet. Of course, this doesn’t mean Google will do the 
same for your site, but the indication is there that an article 
introduction should at least consider whether it would make 
a good alternative to the meta description.

The distinction between meta descriptions and search snippets is 
an important one, especially when Google makes announcements 
– such as when Google expanded the length of search snippets 
(only to shorten snippets about six months later).
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WHY ARE META DESCRIPTIONS 
IMPORTANT FOR SEO?
As many other ranking factors have come into play, meta descriptions 
have become less impactful and are no longer used at all in ranking. In 
fact, Google confirmed in 2009 that while meta information had been 
used by search engines in ranking in the earliest days of Google, it 
had been devalued long before even then. 

So how are they used today?
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Meta descriptions can help drive clicks, traffic, potential 
conversions, and revenue by:

• Increasing a site’s CTR in the SERPs: There have been 
studies over the years that support the idea that well-written 
and properly optimized meta descriptions can increase 
your CTR. Sistrix released a report that showed when a 
SERP includes a featured snippet, the CTR for position one 
dropped an average of 5.3%, for example. 
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WHAT IS THE RECOMMENDED/IDEAL 
META DESCRIPTION LENGTH?
It has been considered a standard SEO best practice for years to keep 
meta descriptions at around 160-165 characters maximum (or 156-160 
characters, depending on who you talk to).

The reasoning behind this is that this optimization helps to avoid the 
truncation of the meta description in the SERPs and as a result, helps 
to limit bounce rates.

Do your own testing. Find out exactly what works for your site.
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• Higher quality traffic: The higher up in the SERPs you are, 
the more likely you’ll get clicks which in turn result in more 
higher quality traffic. Zero Limit Web revealed that 81.3% of 
searches resulted in a page 1 Google organic click. And the 
results from 6 to 10 only accounted for 3.73% of clicks. 

• Potential conversions: Crafting a well-written meta 
description that is closely related to the topic of the page, 
is interesting to users, and is highly optimized for user 
intent can increase conversions from search to your site 
significantly.
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7 META DESCRIPTION WRITING TIPS &  
BEST PRACTICES

Regardless of your industry, SERP research will help you see what 
works for your competitors — and that’s who you need to beat.

Monitor relevant SERPs over the next several days, weeks, and 
months.

Assess exactly which meta descriptions appear in the top positions, 
where you want to rank.

To do SERP research effectively:

It’s easier said than done, I know. It can be time-consuming to 
manually go through every search result and identify what, exactly, is 
your competition’s kryptonite.

The reason why we were looking at the competition is because 
usually, the competition implements techniques that are currently 
working.

1. Research Your Competitors

Step 1: Research the SERPs for Your Targeted Keyword
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Step 2: Research the SERPs for Your Competition & What       
                They’re Doing

Here, you take a look at your competition and figure out exactly what 
they are doing for their brands.



Identify your target audience’s optimal buying journey and what 
happens at each stage of the marketing funnel.

The marketing funnel can vary widely depending on your target 
market, so sharing an exact funnel to follow here would be fruitless.

Target and tailor your meta descriptions according to your findings.

Every brand should have a unique tone of voice, consistent with its 
brand identity; this is how the brand appears online to users.

Each meta description should be uniquely crafted and tailored to how 
that tone of voice amplifies itself across the brand’s ecosystem.

You wouldn’t use the same tone of voice for a corporate law website 
as you would for a daycare website, would you?

So why would you use a tone of voice that’s exactly the same from 
page to page?

The main benefit of tone of voice is that it reaches different personas 
targeting certain keywords.
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Using the SEO Quake Google Chrome extension, you can export 
Google SERPs to an Excel Spreadsheet quite quickly and efficiently. 
This will let you keep a running tally of your competition and track 
them easily and efficiently on a monthly basis, without enormous 
monthly costs.

2. Map Your Customer’s Journey

Step 3: Put Them Together in a Spreadsheet, and Track Them

3. Use Your Brand’s Unique Tone and Style

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/buyer-personas/232341/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/seoquake/akdgnmcogleenhbclghghlkkdndkjdjc?hl=en


Google continues to maintain that they don’t use keywords in the 
meta description for ranking purposes. But when you perform SERP 
research, what is it that you see? Highlighted keywords in the meta 
description.

This is not conclusive evidence that Google uses it, but it is something 
that can draw your reader into the most relevant result that will satisfy 
their query.

If your meta description satisfies their intent better than any other 
result that appears, you’ll win the click.

By targeting personas with user intent and combining keywords with 
this research, it is possible to reach your target audience with a level 
of sophistication and optimization that truly resonates.
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4. Include Keywords Your Audience Actually           
     Searches On

5. Take Advantage of Trending Social Headlines

As a connoisseur of social media, you’re most likely on the up and up 
in your industry when it comes to identifying exactly what’s trending 
and what isn’t passing muster for your audience.

Following influencer accounts and industry firms should already be a 
part of your strategy.

Taking it a step further, assess which topics are currently trending in 
your space and see what meta descriptions appear for the highest 
ranking results.
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Google Trends, BuzzSumo, and Trending Topics in Twitter are all good 
places to check and see what might be trending that’s relevant to 
your industry.

6. Target a Specific Search Intent
Generalized meta descriptions and hollow phrases such as “best 
widgets” and other sales-speak can turn off prospective customers.

It is important to inspire confidence that your result is something that 
will satisfy their user intent for the query.

You want to speak about what your readers are really after, not 
attempting to persuade them into your own sales funnel.

7. Refresh Your Meta Descriptions on Older Content

Refreshing stale content on a website can be a boon for the site and 
is a great way to get new traction for older pages.

Also, by refreshing your meta descriptions, it is possible to get more 
traction from social media as a result. You can re-share and grab more 
visibility from older posts if you perform a systematic refresh of all of 
your meta descriptions.
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EXAMPLES OF GREAT META DESCRIPTIONS
So what does a great meta description look like?

Not every meta description type will work well for each industry. This 
is where testing, assessing your results and making changes based on 
those results come in.

Tailor your meta description to the website and down to the page that 
is designed for your users. And always keep in mind user intent while 
integrating the optimizations above.

Here are a few examples:

“Pain and suffering are very real to the victim in a 
personal injury case. Learn more about how to reduce 
discomfort from our personal injury attorneys in this 
latest blog post.”

“By thinking clearly about your needs, it is possible to 
find a computer that will help you do all the things you 
currently love, and more. Our technicians explain.”

“What are you looking for in a widget? Our widget 
technicians can help you find the best one for your 
needs. These are the things you should look out for in 
widgets.”

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/beyond-traditional-user-intent-go-granular/391557/
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OPTIMIZING META DESCRIPTIONS REQUIRES 
STRIKING A BALANCE
All of this has to be done while also observing character limits, proper 
branding and tone of voice, and targeted optimizations for specific 
pages.

It is a delicate balance that must be maintained while also 
interweaving common SEO elements.

If there is only one thing you take away from this chapter, I hope it 
is this: always write your meta descriptions from the perspective of 
improving user experience and providing helpful information. 

That’s what meta descriptions do best. 

They will not help you rank higher in search, but can help you win 
more clicks from search by demonstrating to users the value that your 
page has to offer.



12 HEADLINE WRITING 
TIPS TO DRIVE TRAFFIC 
& CLICKS

Danny Goodwin

Chapter 6



Picture this: You’ve spent hours researching and writing a phenomenal 
article.

Obviously, you want people to read the article since you worked so 
hard to create it.

But here’s the sad truth: on average, six out of 10 people only look at 
the headlines before sharing an article.  And only 49% claimed to read 
the articles. 

What is a content creator to do?

There’s a clear connection between the value and interest of an 
article’s headline and whether people are intrigued enough to click on 
it.

Writing a strong headline isn’t an exact science, but plenty of data has 
been compiled and studied over the years to provide some clues as to 
what makes a strong headline great.

Here are some headline-writing tips to win those readers over and 
earn more clicks.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2016/06/16/six-in-10-of-you-will-share-this-link-without-reading-it-according-to-a-new-and-depressing-study/


12 TIPS TO WRITE CLICK-WORTHY HEADLINES
Your headline serves the essential role of making a first impression on 
a potential reader.

We all know how important first impressions are.

Being average isn’t better than being bad. Your headline is either 
exceptional, or it’s forgettable. There isn’t much gray area.

The following tips and methods below will help you turn a poor or 
average headline into one that earns clicks and pulls in readers.

Once you’ve researched the keyword(s) you’re planning to target, 
analyze the search engine results page (SERP) to see the articles 
you’re competing against.

How can your content stand out?

What is the user intent?

Are the top results listicles? How-to articles? Commercial content?

If you’re going to rank on Page 1, you need to have a comprehensive 
understanding of what kind of content is already there if you’re going 
to be a serious competitor.

1. Look at Google Search Results
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https://www.searchenginejournal.com/keyword-research-seo-beginners-guide/379386/


Emotional headlines dependably perform better than neutral ones.

Using power words to evoke emotions in your reader enhances their 
first impression of your content while building curiosity, dread, or 
anticipation to read more.

2. Make an Emotional Connection

However, exercise caution when using emotional headlines. You don’t 
want to fall into the clickbait trap of  not delivering what you promised 
readers.

The best emotional headlines target:

• Happiness.
• Love.
• Fear.
• Anger.
• Disgust.
• Affirmation.
• Hope.
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For this headline trick to be successful, the names need to be well-
known to your target audience.

Brand names can be just as powerful as people.

For example, when targeting SEO topics, using “Google” in your 
headline will bring in clicks, as will using “John Mueller.”

3. Use Names



Numbers are natural eye-catchers.

In an endless sea of words, numbers snag our attention and make us 
pause. We remember numbers because they help our brain organize 
information.

Use the power of listicles and numbers to beat your SERP 
competitors.

4. Use Numbers
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These are widely recognized brands and figures within the industry.

The names you choose to feature in your headline should be tailored 
to your specific brand niche.



When a reader is deciding whether or not to click on an article, the 
question they’re asking themselves is, “What do I get out of this?”

Your headline should indicate the value a reader can expect from 
clicking through and reading it.

5. Make the Benefits to Your Reader Clear

High-performing content serves one or more of 
these purposes:
• Entertain.
• Engage.
• Empower.
• Enrich.
• Educate.
• Inform.
• Inspire.
• Answer a question.
• Provide a solution.
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When a reader decides to click on your article and invest their time 
and attention, they’ve already set expectations based on the benefit 
your headline promised.

Make your reader benefit clear, but don’t overpromise.

Your first priority is optimizing so your human audience will find your 
content and want to click on it.

Your second priority is optimizing for search engines, especially 
Google.

6. Optimize for Humans & Search
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Be sure to include your primary keyword in the title to optimize it for 
Google and help people find your content when searching for the 
topic.

If you’re in need of inspiration, check out free title generator tools to 
help you write a better headline.

Keep in mind, though, that these tools don’t know your audience 
as well as you do, and just because a headline was generated 
automatically doesn’t mean it’s the most advanced for SEO.

These free tools are best used for idea generation and analysis, not a 
replacement for a human-created headline.

If you’re using WordPress, tools such as AIOSEO and Yoast are 
great SEO-based plugins that will give you a built-in analysis of your 
headline SEO rating (as well as the post as a whole).

The good news is, humans and search engines can 
generally agree on what they like to read, including 
content that is:
• Accurate.
• Comprehensive.
• Credible.
• Engaging.
• High-Quality.
• Informative.
• Specific.
• Unique.
• Useful.
• Valuable.
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They’ll also give you suggestions to help you improve your rating, as 
you can see with AIOSEO below:

Chances are, the first headline you come up with isn’t going to be 
gold.

And that’s okay! In fact, it’s normal.

Some people advise writing 10 or more headlines per content piece 
and then selecting the best option.

Write a variety of headlines targeting different formulas. Don’t just 
swap the word order.

7. Write Multiple Headlines
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Use headline analysis tools to keep track of SEO ratings for each 
option when you’re making your decision.

Try targeting different emotions, points of view, and 
styles, such as:
• Humorous.
• Upbeat.
• Unexpected.
• Witty wordplay.
• Numerical.
• Question.
• Thought-provoking.
• First-person (I).
• Second-person (you/yours).
• Third-person (he/she/they/them).

Click data doesn’t lie, but your brain does!

Don’t be too mad at your brain – we’re all biased. Our brains convince 
us that we’re clever and creative, and of course, all of our headlines 
are genius.

But plenty of imaginative headlines never get a single click.

Despite what your brain thinks, the people bypassing your article 
aren’t to blame. It’s the headline.

Eliminate the bias by relying on quantitative data instead of your 
opinions and feelings.

8. Test Your Headlines
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There’s an art to writing click-worthy headlines, and it does take some 
practice to make the task feel natural.

If you’ve followed every rule and still aren’t finding success, don’t be 
afraid to throw the rulebook out the window and go with your gut.

What kinds of headlines interest you? Go from there.

9. Experiment With Headlines, Too

Even though there’s an art to crafting headlines, it’s important to 
keep in mind that your headline isn’t a whimsical creative writing 
assignment – it’s a science.

No, really.

Headline-writing formulas exist because they work. They’ve been 
tested over and over again to measure click-through rates.

Understandingly, this begs the question, “If everyone is using the 
same formulas, how can I make my headlines stand out from the 
crowd?”

The best advice is to create your own formulas by tweaking others 
and then testing your click-through rate (CTR) to find the ones that 
work best for you and your brand.

10. Follow Formulas
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In most cases, you can write a more compelling headline that isn’t 
formatted into a question.

Yes.

11. Should You Be Careful With Question Headlines?

Question headlines can be an effective tool to spark 
reader curiosity, but they come with a warning label:
• Don’t ask a question that has an obvious answer. Nobody is 

going to read your content.

• Make sure you actually answer the question in the article. 
Don’t cop out and waste the reader’s time!

• Your answer should be better than other existing content 
that poses the same question.

• Be cautious about withholding information. Your content will 
come across as clickbait if you do.

• If the answer to your question is yes or no, don’t ask the 
question in the headline.
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There’s enough negativity in the world without adding more gasoline 
to the fire.

Your primary goal should be to help your target audience, whether 
you’re providing useful information, solving a problem, answering a 
question, or entertaining your readers.

With that said, some brands want to be associated with negativity. 

Sparking controversy and getting people riled up does create a strong 
emotional response, albeit not a positive one.

It all depends on your brand image and the message you want to 
convey to your audience.

12. Be Positive
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WRITE COMPELLING HEADLINES THAT WIN 
READERS
If you’re going to break that six out of 10 reading statistic, your 
headlines need to raise the stakes.

That’s going to require a lot of trial and error.

Even if you follow every piece of advice in this article, that isn’t a 
surefire formula for success every single time.

Pay attention to your audience within your specific niche. What are 
they clicking on? Which headlines are piquing their interest? Which 
ones aren’t?

Just like every other type of content marketing strategy, follow-up 
data and analysis are critical to understanding how to best target your 
specific audience.
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HOW TO USE HEADER 
TAGS

Amelia Willson

Chapter 7



WAIT, WHAT’S A HEADER TAG?
Header tags are HTML tags that tell a browser what styling it should 
use to display a piece of text on a webpage. 

If we looked up the HTML for the heading above, it’d look something 
like this: 

<h2>Wait, What’s a Header Tag?</h2>
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Header tags are still a strong signal for SEO. Google’s John Mueller 
said it himself:

Header tags are a simple yet critical part of SEO. Use them wisely and 
you’ll please the search engine gods, as well as your users.

Here are seven best practices to follow when crafting yours.

“[W]hen it comes to text on a page, a heading is a really 
strong signal telling us this part of the page is about this 
topic.” 

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-heading-tags-important/377592/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/important-tags-seo/156440/


Like headings in print content, header tags are used to 
title or introduce the content below them. HTML header 
tags follow a hierarchy, from <h1> to <h6>. 

• H1 tags are used to denote the most important text, such as 
the main theme or title of a content. 

• H2 and H3 tags are commonly used as subheadings.

• Finally, H4, H5, and H6 tags may be used to provide further 
structure within those subsections. 
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Header tags are helpful for users and search engines. For your users, 
they give them a preview of the content they’re about to read. 

For search engines like Google, they provide context on what your 
page is all about and provide a hierarchy. Think of header tags as 
chapter titles in a book. Give them a quick scan, and you’ll have a 
pretty good idea of what the content covers.

Header tags are important for SEO because they help Google 
understand your content, but also because they make your page 
more user-friendly — by making your content more readable and 
accessible. 

Now, let’s get to the best practices.



Your header tags provide structure and context for your article. Each 
header should give the reader an idea of the information they can 
glean from the paragraph text that follows below.

1. Use Header Tags to Provide Structure

When drafting a blog article or landing page, think about the main 
ideas you want your visitors to come away with. 

Those are your header tags. Use them to help you write your outline.

A helpful way to think of header tags is by comparing 
them to a table of contents for a non-fiction book:

• Your H1 introduces the topic your page is all about, just as a 
title tells a reader what a book is all about.

• The H2s are akin to book chapters, describing the main 
topics you’ll cover in sections of the article.

• Subsequent headers, H3s to H6s, serve as additional 
subheadings within each section, just as a book chapter may 
be split up into multiple subtopics.
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A scannable article is a readable article, and a readable article is one 
that’s more likely to perform well in the search engines.

That’s because Google likes to reward content that’s user-friendly. 

Content that’s easy to read is, by definition, more user-friendly than 
content that isn’t. 

2. Break Up Blocks of Text With Subheadings

When an article is scannable, users might actually stick around to 
read it, instead of bouncing back to Google. Plus, they’ll also be more 
likely to share it with their friends.

While social signals aren’t a direct ranking factor, the more an article 
is shared, the more likely it is to naturally earn backlinks, which are a 
ranking factor.

As John Mueller told us, Google uses header tags to gather context 
for your page.

As with anything Google pays attention to, that means it’s worth 
including keywords in your header tags.

This does not mean you should shoehorn keywords in at all costs. Be 
judicious, not spammy.

3. Include Keywords in Your Header Tags
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Sadly, header tags are an afterthought for many marketers (here’s 
hoping this article changes that!).

But they can make a sizable impact on your chances of scoring a 
coveted featured snippet.

Here’s how.

4. Optimize for Featured Snippets

You’ve probably noticed that many of the header tags in this article 
contain keywords.

In fact, the H2 for this section literally includes “keywords!” But, the 
keyword I’m actually referring to is “header tags.”

That’s one of the target keywords for this article, so I’ve included it 
in many of the H2s. I haven’t included it in every single H2, though, 
because that kind of repetition can turn off readers.

Your page should be readable, first and foremost. If keywords fit 
naturally, then you can go ahead and include them, as well.
Always think of your user first. Then, optimize for Google. 
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Got your eyes on a paragraph featured snippet? 

Optimize your header tag to match a long-tail voice search keyword. 
Then, answer the query directly below, placing the text within <p> 
paragraph tags.

For example, Search Engine Journal won this featured snippet for 
“How to remove default search engine in Chrome?”, in part thanks to 
their keyword-optimized H2:

Paragraph Featured Snippets
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You can also use header tags to outline different items in a list. 

Google can pull from your subheadings to create its own bulleted or 
numbered list for a featured snippet. 

Here’s an example.

Search for [how to relieve migraine fast] and Google creates a list of 
answers using the H2s from this WebMD article.

List Featured Snippets
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Let’s dispel a common SEO myth.

Google has said there is no problem with using multiple H1s.

However, that doesn’t mean it’s an SEO best practice to use multiple 
H1s on a page.

Why not?

H1s are big, and they look like titles to readers. Use multiple H1s on 
your page, and it starts to look a little out of control.

Want to make sure you don’t have any multiple H1s lingering on your 
site?

Run your domain through a crawler tool like Screaming Frog.

Toggle over to the H1 tab to see at a glance whether you have any 
pages that are missing H1s entirely or have multiple H1s.

Then click the Filter drop-down menu to export the ones you care 
about fixing.

5. Only Use One H1
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The same report is available for H2s. Huzzah!

In marketing and in design, your goal is to maintain a consistent 
experience for users.

When a site achieves that down to the finest detail, it’s impressive.
Aim to impress with consistent header tags on your site.

If you choose to use title case format, stick with that across all your 
pages (and vice versa if you choose sentence case).

Also, keep your headings on the shorter side.

A header tag is not the place to write a paragraph of keyword-rich 
text for Google.

Instead, treat it like a mini-title for the following section of text.

6. Keep Your Header Tags Consistent
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This rule applies to all your copywriting, not just the headers.

Your initial draft may have bland headers that you use to create your 
outline.

That’s okay, but you should always review and revise your headers 
prior to publishing to make them compelling for your visitors.

Yes, your header tags make an article scannable. But ideally, they 
don’t scan the whole way through.

Intriguing header tags encourage visitors to take a beat and read for a 
while.

Place special importance on your H1 tag in particular. Users notice 
H1s.

In large part, your H1 may dictate whether visitors bother to scroll 
down the page at all.

Do your best to write one awesome H1 tag that answers the user’s 
search intent and gets them excited about reading your article.

7. Make Your Header Tags Interesting

A good rule of thumb is to keep your headers about the same length 
as your title tags (70 characters or less).

The more you can set expectations for your site visitors and 
consistently meet them, the happier (and more engaged) they’ll be.
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STAY AHEAD WITH HEADER TAGS
Write your headers well, and you’ll not only make your content more 
scannable, you’ll intrigue visitors to keep reading. 

Plus, optimized header tags can help you win featured snippets and 
make it easier for search engines to understand your page.

Be an SEO all-star. Get strategic with your header tags. Your site 
deserves it!
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SEO WRITING:
TOP 47 TIPS TO MASTER 
A COMBINED ART

Ron Lieback

Chapter 8



True digital success – for search engine rankings, user experience, 
and the brand overall, whether personal or business – occurs when 
the art of SEO and the art of writing are combined. 
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SEO is a must for any online writing, especially from a keyword 
perspective, and correctly mapping those keywords to pages/posts.

Readers can recognize an authoritative voice immediately, and a fake 
voice even quicker. 

Whether you want conversions, brand awareness, or something else, 
your writing needs to have authority (and authenticity).

With that said, here are the top 42 writing tips for any content writer 
within any type of company, from billion-dollar software designers to 
local pest control companies.

The focus weighs more towards the art of writing itself, which will 
naturally lead to the creation of quality content that search engines 
demand.

The best SEO writing comes from the perfect blend of:

• Topical knowledge/expertise.

• Deep knowledge of writing well. 

• SEO best practices. 



WRITING FOR SEO: THE ESSENTIALS

Your writing must be found before you’ll have any impact on your 
target audience. This is why keyword research should always come 
before any research or actual writing. 

This keyword research will massively influence your research, also, 
because you’ll discover other ways your target audience is searching 
for your topic. 

No matter how intelligent they become, search engine algorithms 
can’t recognize the best voice in a piece of writing. But if keywords 
are there, you have the opportunity to be heard.

New to keywords? Check out this beginner’s guide to keyword 
research.

1. Think Keywords First
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There are thousands of keyword research articles available. Research, 
discover and test what works best for you.

Such as...

Make this process cyclical. I build content calendars out in three-
month segments, performing fresh keyword research at the beginning 
of every cycle.

Industries change, and new keywords trend quicker than you’d guess.

2. Approach Keyword Research Like an Art

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/seo-101/why-keywords-important-seo/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/keyword-research-seo-beginners-guide/379386/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/keyword-research-seo-beginners-guide/379386/


There are many tools available to help you find competitor keywords.

Warning: Only take keywords – don’t study the actual writing of your 
competitors. Once you do that, you sound like them and struggle to 
create anything original. Create an original voice and you’ll be heard.

Always focus on broader terms for your main “parent” pages and 
longer terms for the “child” pages below. 

Targeting searcher intent first, volume second will help you get into 
the mindset of what your target customer wants. 

3. Study the Competition for Keywords

4. Target 1 or 2 Keywords for Each Page or Blog        
     (Except Homepage)
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5. Use Keywords Where They Matter Most

Use your keyword in the following (prioritized of 
importance) to send search engines strong signals of 
the content’s intent:

• Title tag.
• Internal links within content.
• Alt attribute of image.
• Headline tags (always have an H1!).
• Meta description.
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Google pays attention to these, including when awarding featured 
snippets.

Make sure to use target keywords in bold and bullet points when 
possible.

6. Use Bold & Bullet Points Wherever Possible

Make sure your target keyword is part of the title tag, ideally toward 
the front.

Also, remember that title tags should be about 60 characters, so put 
as much time into this as your actual content creation.

For the homepage title tag, target three of the most important 
keywords that describe the business/website.

Always think about storytelling. Keep it simple. Speak the language of 
your target audience. And write to influence that click-through. 

Don’t simply stuff keywords in after doing the writing.

If you’re well prepared with keyword research, have the list of topically 
related keywords at hand as you write.

If you are staying on topic, you will insert related keywords naturally.

7. The Title Tag: Still the Most Powerful Element

8. Add Related Keywords
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Google says it doesn’t use the meta description as a ranking factor.

However, if someone is searching for that target keyword or phrase, 
those words will be bold.

Bolding attracts the eyes – and might entice a searcher to click rather 
than scroll by.

Also, write your meta description like ad copy. The goal is to excite 
the audience to further influence a click-through (your title tag should 
be the first influencer, immediately backed by your meta description). 

9. Use Your Target Keyword in Your Meta Description

WRITING FOR SEO: CRAFT & ROUTINE

It’s all about routine and process.

As William Zinsser says in “Writing to Learn:” 

“Only by repeated applications of the process – writing and rewriting 
and pruning and shaping – can we hammer out clear and simple 
product.”

10. Write. Rewrite. Then Rewrite Again. Until It’s Right.
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It’s much easier for a mind to think (and a search engine to read) in 
chunks, and actually see those chunks coherently.

Most minds naturally want to write in a stream of consciousness style 
like Jack Kerouac – but this isn’t novel writing. Most of us are writing 
for a business, to further that business’s success.

Organize headlines (for SEO with keywords!) and fill in the gaps.

Sometimes those headlines are more important than the words 
beneath. Make those headlines scream thoughts, and the words 
shout to support those screams.

Set up Word or Google Docs in landscape mode for the first draft, and 
write sentence by sentence.

Don’t write any paragraphs until you do your first rounds of edits.
I learned this tip from Charles Euchner, author of “The Elements of 
Writing.”

Single-line sentences keep the mind fresh. They’ll help corral thoughts 
as you begin editing.

Think short for every sentence – like a 140-character tweet – and 
embrace short and concise writing.

11. Outline and Plan

12. Write Sentence by Sentence
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A muscle grows when it has input combined with correlating relaxing 
points.

Your mind works that same way; embrace it.

Again, write daily to work out the writing muscles, followed by some 
relaxing.

Never stop the growth of writing muscles.

This tip comes from Tim Ferriss, author of “The 4-Hour Workweek.”

This simple practice keeps focus in place and prevents the mind from 
answering anything outside of your focus.

Distractions move a mood. Make those distractions non-existent.

13. Write Daily

14. Shut Your Wi-fi Off
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The Wi-fi may be off, but sometimes you need immediate answers 
to questions that will nag you. Some can’t work without answering 
questions.

The solution is simple: ask Alexa, Siri, or your Google Assistant.

I keep an Amazon Echo Dot next to my desk and use it for quick 
research. 

I have an Echo Show, but it doesn’t belong in the office where it can 
quickly jack your focus due to the video factor. That one remains 
downstairs, out of the office.

Especially read the writers who simplify everything.

People may not love Hunter S. Thompson due to his politics or mad 
lifestyle, but his prose is crisp and simple. I read “Fear and Loathing in 
Las Vegas” in one sitting.

(And not once, but maybe 10 times when I needed a push into 
something I couldn’t possibly finish and needed a mind breath.)

If you’re business-minded, Michael Gerber’s “The E-Myth” is a one-
sitting read, too. It’s simple and informative.

15. Got Questions? Ask Your Digital Assistant

16. Read All You Can
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It’s useless.

There’s no such thing as inspiration unless you like to talk about 
writing instead of actually doing it.

True writers write every day and make it a lifestyle that helps develop 
the “art.” Practice makes stuff happen and takes discipline.

Words simply flow better and easier after practice and discipline. 
Nothing happens without the simplicity of practice.

For traditional writing, read William Zinsser’s “On Writing Well.” Don’t 
just read it once. Reread it once a year.

For the digital age of “short” writing that makes an impact, read Roy 
Peter Clark’s “How to Write Short.”

Don’t stop there. Read “The Essential Don Murray: Lessons from 
America’s Greatest Writing Teacher” and “Ernest Hemingway On 
Writing.”

17. Stop Waiting for Inspiration

18. Read the Essentials
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This article is based on notes I took while flying over the Atlantic 
Ocean en route to Valencia, Spain.

Flying is a great time for thinking and using longhand. Plus, it keeps 
your mind off the snoring passenger next to you.

Write in longhand in cabs, buses, middle of meetings, etc. Try it, and 
revisit those notes before you get to work typing.

To truly master the craft of the written word, embrace writing that 
makes you happy – regardless if it’ll make you money. The more you 
write, the better you’ll become.

Short writing provides inspiration (regardless of how absurd it feels or 
reads sometimes!).

Friends, family, wife, children, whoever. Continually ask questions.

The more you learn, the more you can provide readers (possible 
prospects in business), regardless of your industry.

Questions are the highlights of learning. Let people talk.

Think 80/20 – let others talk 80% of the time as you listen, and you 
can talk the other 20% of the time.

Your readers will thank you one day.

19. Try Writing in Longhand

20. Write About What You Love

21. Ask Questions Daily
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Remember to keep your voice and style the same.

That’s how to set yourself apart from the zillions of other content 
writers out there.

For some people, the pressure of a deadline forces the creativity out 
of you.

If this is true for you, have project managers bump up your due dates.

I do this with my teams, sometimes by as far ahead as four weeks.

Always ask, What’s the problem and how do I clearly provide a 
solution?

It’s just as important to ask, Will readers care?

This helps keep your voice trustworthy and authoritative, keeping 
search engines and readers happy.

22. Know Your Audience & Write for Them

23. Work Better Under Deadline?

24. Build Your Work Around Questions
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Write all headlines first (remember to use target keywords in them), 
and fill in each portion.

This works just as well whether you’re writing a 2,500-word piece on 
the craft of writing, or a 750-word piece for a client discussing the 
technical aspects of a product.

Knowing where your content is leading will keep your writing focus 
sharp, and will help you more often achieve the ultimate goal of most 
online writing – a conversion.

Misspell a name and the article immediately loses credibility.

Craft your content with sloppy grammar, and the reader doubts your 
authority.

After you’ve checked for spelling and grammar errors, check again.

Without credibility, you’ll lose any chance of capturing an audience’s 
attention.

Situations get worse if you spread false facts.

Take added time for research and fact-checking.

25. Split Long Projects Into Short Tasks

26. Always Have an Ending in Mind

27. Check Your Spelling & Grammar

28. Aim for Credibility 
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This goes for every single paragraph, especially for the first paragraph 
and meta description.

You want to immediately grab the reader’s attention — and keep it.

Is the article worthy of additional conversation? If so, and you 
have proper CTAs, this can help move readers one step closer to 
conversion.

29. Edit with the 10-Second Rule in Mind

WRITING FOR SEO: FORM

The strongest words should begin and end a sentence.

The strongest sentences should appear at the end and beginning of a 
paragraph.

This helps keep the slower, more in-depth material in the middle, and 
the most important thoughts before the reader.

30. Write Strong Sentences & Paragraphs
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Clean writing reflects a clear mindset – something people (clients!) 
need.

For example, Starbucks uses both functional and expressive language 
to clarify its voice in its marketing. 

Or Mailchimp’s voice is plain spoken with a dab of dry humor. 

31. Become Obsessed About Clarity of Voice
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Keep it simple.

Get straight to what you’re saying.

Strip all useless words.

Get sentences into their simplest form.

If the verb or noun can’t perform the explanation, that verb or noun 
isn’t strong enough. You can learn more about writing with adverbs 
and adjectives here. 

A variety of sentence lengths helps your content to create some 
rhythm.

Readers enjoy this.

Use short paragraphs often.

Space between paragraphs psychologically takes less energy to read, 
saving that prospect’s energy for the sale/lead.

32. Keep Writing Free of Clutter

33. Beware of Excess Adverbs & Adjectives

34. Use a Variety of Long and Short Sentences

35. Short Paragraphs Allow the Mind to Breathe
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In this sentence, the active verb is “Use.”

Without active verbs, the mind shifts. It wanders.

You lose an audience… or a sale.

Be clear on what action the reader can take next.

Like the plague.

You feel me?

36. Always Use Active Verbs

37. Avoid Clichés

WRITING FOR SEO: FAVORITE HACKS

Why not write to it? Some forms of music will bring drastically 
different emotions out on the page before you’d realize it, so the more 
the better.

While writing this, I went from Coltrane to Infected Mushroom to 
Hendrix to SRV to Dimmu Borgir to Breaking Benjamin to Chopin.

For editing, Wes Montgomery was my go-to.

Music can help words flow, so embrace it all.

38. Listen to Your Favorite Music
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I’m typically up by 5:30 a.m. That’s when my brain is freshest.

I always block a few hours every morning for my most serious writing.

If you think clearer in longhand, carry a small tablet for jotting down 
ideas overusing your phone.

Moleskine tablets are my favorite because they are thin and fit into 
books, which I always have with me when traveling.

There’s only so much marginal space within a book for ideas; a tablet 
takes care of this and keeps you off the phone.

Focus on the 20% of your writing that will produce 80% results for the 
client’s sales. How?

Simple: always begin a content strategy around the top ROI products. 
This shows value, and will help contribute to the overall qualified 
keywords you want them to want to rank for.

39. Commit to the Most Serious Writing in the Morning

40. Carry a Tablet to Jot Down Ideas

41. For Clients: Think 80/20 for the Initial Few   
       Engagements
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The writers that have the true minds to create and provide value to 
clients always need a break.

One of my weekly tactics for resting and reenergizing is “half-
day Wednesday.” I tune out and either play guitar, hike or ride 
motorcycles… basically whatever is needed.

This mid-week break keeps the mind fresh and clear, which translates 
into positive workflow and, ultimately, happy clients.

42. Remember to Get Away From It All

CONCLUSION
Creating content that leads to conversion involves not only the art of 
SEO but also the craft of writing. 

Embrace both if you’re serious about providing the most value to your 
readers or your client’s readers, which you naturally want to turn from 
prospects to customers.

Also, remember that the appeal and popularity of strong content will 
only compound online over time.

Think of SEO writing to a business as compounding interest to an 
investor – have the patience and discipline to do it correctly, and the 
results should continually speak for themselves.
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HOW TO IDENTIFY & ELIMINATE 
KEYWORD CANNIBALIZATION 
TO BOOST YOUR SEO

Aleh Barysevich

Chapter 9



Do you have multiple pages on your website ranking for the same 
keyword? It sounds like a good thing. After all, the more pages you 
have in search results, the more impressions you will receive from 
search users, right?

Unfortunately, that is not always the case. 

Targeting a specific term across multiple pages can have the opposite 
effect. You may do more harm than good to your SEO for that 
keyword. 

The reason is simple — when you have multiple pages ranking for the 
same keyword, you force your pages to compete with each other. 

Consequently, each page has a lower CTR, diminished authority, and 
lower conversion rates than one consolidated page would have.
We call this SEO misstep keyword cannibalization.
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WHAT IS KEYWORD CANNIBALIZATION?
Keyword cannibalization is known as such because you’re 
“cannibalizing” your own results by splitting CTR, links, content, and 
(often) conversions between two pages that should be one.

When you do this, you aren’t showing Google the breadth or depth 
of your knowledge. You aren’t improving the authority of your site for 
that query, either.

Instead, you’re asking Google to weigh your pages against one 
another and choose which ones it thinks suits the matching keywords 
best.

For example, let’s say that your website sells shoes, and [shoes] is 
the only keyword you target. You’re essentially telling Google that 
every page is about shoes regardless of whether they’re hiking shoes, 
tennis shoes, sneakers, etc. 

Instead of capitalizing on a lot of valuable longer-tail keywords such 
as women’s shoes, running shoes, etc., you’re competing against 
yourself for one keyword that may be too broad to have commercial 
intent. 
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6 NEGATIVE EFFECTS KEYWORD 
CANNIBALIZATION CAN HAVE ON YOUR SEO
Keyword cannibalization can have disastrous consequences for your 
SEO. Many people suffering from keyword cannibalization aren’t even 
aware there’s an issue.

They might even be happy that one page is ranking in the fifth and 
sixth slot for their targeted keyword, without realizing that one 
authoritative page would probably rank higher and convert better.

The practical consequences are clear. However, lost site traffic, 
queries leading to the wrong page, fluctuating SERP rankings, and 
ultimately lost sales may also result, and are more difficult to detect.

Why? 

Because...

Instead of having one highly authoritative page, you’re splitting your 
CTR among multiple moderately-relevant pages. 

Essentially, you’ve turned your pages into competitors and now you’re 
fighting for pageviews and SERP rankings. 

You’re Diminishing the Authority of Your Page
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Backlinks that could have gone to one consolidated source of 
information are now being split between two (or more) pages. 

The outreach efforts spent on acquiring 10 links for one page and 
15 links for another could have been spent acquiring 25 links for one 
better-performing page. 

Furthermore, a complete, in-depth page is more likely to be linked to 
than lighter, less comprehensive pieces. 

Similarly, your anchor text and internal links are leading visitors to 
multiple different pages instead of one authoritative page on the 
subject. 

You’re Diluting Your Links & Anchor Text

Consider it from the point of view of a reader looking for a new book 
on Amazon. Would you rather have one, in-depth book about a topic 
that demonstrated your expertise? 

Or would you prefer to have two or more less complete books about a 
topic, each leaving you wishing there was more information? 
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Keywords are one of the main ways in which we help Google 
understand what our pages are about.

If all of your keywords are the same, Google tries to understand which 
page is the best fit – and if your content is too similar, it might get it 
wrong.

For example, let’s say you have two pages ranking for the same 
keyword. If the higher converting page ranks lower, you could be 
missing out on high-value, converting traffic. 

Multiple pages targeting the same keyword tells your users that your 
content is probably stretched thin. It also signals to Google that your 
content may not match your keywords on each page.

Your crawl budget is the number of times a search engine spider 
crawls your website in a given time period.

Having multiple pages devoted to the same keyword results in the 
crawling and indexing of pages that aren’t needed. 

Note: Small sites probably won’t notice a difference or ever have to 
worry about their crawl budget, but large ecommerce sites or vendors 
with multiple products may.

Google May Devalue the More Relevant Page

It’s a Sign of Poor Page Quality

You’re Squandering Crawl Budget
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Inevitably, one of your pages will convert better than the rest.

Instead of directing new visitors to that page and making it the most 
authoritative page possible, you’re instead losing potential leads when 
they land on less relevant pages.

Your Conversion Rate Will Suffer

HOW TO IDENTIFY KEYWORD CANNIBALIZATION
Fortunately, once you’ve identified the problem, fixing keyword 
cannibalization is easy.

Identifying keyword cannibalization is as easy as creating a keyword 
matrix.

Simply create a spreadsheet that lists all of your site’s important URLs 
and their associated keywords.

For example, if your site sells shoes, then your spreadsheet might look 
like this:
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Alternatively, you can use a keyword mapping tool, which might look 
like this:
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Once you’ve listed your URLs and their keywords, run down the list 
and look for any duplicate entries.

If you spot any – especially across core pages – you’re probably 
suffering from keyword cannibalization.

Now it’s time to fix those pages!

Note that keyword cannibalization can even occur if the meta 
information in your title tags seems to target the same keyword, so 
double-check those, too.

If you’re using a rank tracking tool, you may also want to take this 
opportunity to search for thin content and keywords mistakenly 
applied to the wrong page.

It’s a good time to give your site a little TLC.

HOW TO FIX KEYWORD CANNIBALIZATION
How you solve keyword cannibalization depends on the root of the 
problem.

More often than not, the issue is simply one of organization. But 
particularly stubborn cases may require that you break out the 301s or 
new landing pages.

Here are five possible solutions.
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The simplest solution is often to take your most authoritative page 
and turn it into a landing page, which links to other unique variations 
that fall under the umbrella of your targeted keywords.

If we return to our shoe-product example, it might make sense to 
make “shoes” our canonical source page and link all more specific 
variations back to it.

Alternatively, you might lack a landing page that consolidates all of 
your product pages in one place.

In this case, you’d benefit from creating a unique landing page 
to serve as your authoritative source page and link to all of your 
variations from there.

In our example, we might create a page called “hiking shoes” and 
another called “sneakers for men.” 

These should allow you to target both broad keyword terms with your 
consolidated pages and long-tail keywords on your variations. 

1. Restructure Your Website

2. Create New Landing Pages
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If your pages aren’t unique enough to warrant having multiple pages 
targeting the same keyword, consider combining them into one page.

This is a chance to take two underperforming pages and turn them 
into a more authoritative source. It may also solve thin content issues.

Start with your analytics to determine which page performs best in 
terms of traffic, bounce rate, time on page, conversions, etc. You may 
find that one page receives most of the traffic, but the other has the 
content that converts more users. 

The goal, in this case, could be to consolidate the converting copy 
content on the page with the most traffic. Ideally, you would be able 
to maintain the same ranking and convert more of the traffic. 

An added benefit of this approach is that you won’t have to worry 
about having your website penalized for content that Google 
considers thin or cookie-cutter-like. 

3. Consolidate Your Content
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Finally, if you’re already blessed with highly diverse, content-rich 
pages, and the only thing your website is suffering from is a poorly 
planned keyword strategy, maybe all you need to do is find new 
keywords.

Just make sure your keywords accurately describe your page’s 
content. Will a website visitor who searched for the target keyword be 
satisfied by the content on each page that ranks for it? 

If the answer is no, it may be time to do some keyword research. 

This should help you spot pages targeting the same keywords. 

From there, you can determine which pages are most valuable, which 
can be consolidated, and which need new keywords. 

4. Find New Keywords

Looking at your pages in a spreadsheet with the 
following details can help you spot better keyword 
opportunities for similar pages: 

• Keyword & rank.
• The page URL.
• SEO title & meta description.
• Word count.
• Organic traffic.
• Bounce rate.
• Conversions.
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In most cases, you can use your keyword research tool to find the 
most relevant keywords for all of the pages you want to keep. 

If you have two pages ranking well for a long-tail keyword, see if there 
is a related broad term you could be focusing on for one of them to 
capture more traffic. 

Once you find that keyword, reoptimize for it accordingly and update 
the details in your spreadsheet for future reference and performance 
tracking. 

While I generally advise against using too many 301 redirects (see 
my list of the 10 Most Harmful Mobile SEO Mistakes), they might be 
necessary if you already have multiple pages ranking for the same 
terms.

Using 301s allows you to consolidate your cannibalized content by 
linking the less relevant pages to a single, more authoritative version.

Keepin mind though that this tactic is suitable only for pages with 
similar content and those matching specific keyword queries.

5. Use 301 Redirects
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CONCLUSION
These five solutions will fix most cases of keyword cannibalization. 
Still, if you manage an ecommerce website, you should be particularly 
careful to note how your CMS separates products with variable sizes 
and colors. 

Some CMS programs create separate pages for every product 
variation.

If your CMS is organizing products like this, you should either restrict 
duplicate pages from being indexed using robots.txt or <meta 
name=”robots” content=”noindex”> tags, or you should use canonical 
URLs to consolidate link signals for the duplicate content.

Keyword cannibalization is more prevalent today than ever before.

Ironically, its victims are usually webmasters who recognize the 
importance of SEO for their business. Yet while they intend to 
optimize their site, they don’t fully understand how to ‘speak’ Google’s 
language.

Fortunately, if your website is cannibalizing its target keywords, 
solutions aren’t hard to come by — and the damage isn’t permanent.
With the right tools and a “can-do” attitude, you can give your SEO a 
well-deserved boost.
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HOW TO CREATE 
CONTENT FOR FEATURED 
SNIPPETS

Himani Kankaria 

Chapter 10



Let’s get started.

You’ll learn:
• What are featured snippets?
• 4 types of featured snippets you can target.

• A 12-step process for optimizing for featured snippets.
• What’s new in featured snippets?
• Featured snippets FAQs.

It’s no secret that featured snippets are powerful. Every SEO 
professional (including yours truly) aims to own any available featured 
snippets for their content.

These expanded, descriptive search results appear as a special box 
prominently displayed at or near the top of the search results page 
(SERP). 

Optimizing for featured snippets (FS) can help Google better 
understand when your page is the best answer for a relevant query 
with one of these search features available.

In this column, you’ll find my tried and tested strategy for optimizing 
for featured snippets (including examples), my curated content 
calendar template for featured snippets (which you can copy and 
use), and FAQs to clear up any remaining questions about FS.
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WHAT ARE FEATURED SNIPPETS?
Featured Snippets are expanded snippets in the first position of the 
Google SERPs. The purpose of featured snippets is to answer the 
user’s need right there in the search results.

Here is Google’s definition:

Users wishing to read the full webpage can click on the URL of the 
featured snippet.

When Google launched featured snippets, some sites were able to 
achieve two results on page 1 of the SERPs, which initially drove 
dramatic improvements in organic visibility and traffic.
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But as with all things SEO, happy days never last forever; 
see this tweet from Danny Sullivan:

Optimizing for featured snippets is not just about adding questions to 
your headlines and subheadlines. It’s much more involved than that.



4 TYPES OF FEATURED SNIPPETS YOU CAN 
TARGET
When looking to optimize for featured snippets, you need to 
understand the types available.

Seventy percent of featured snippets are the paragraph type, with 
around 42 words and 250 characters.

Paragraph Featured Snippets
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Most of these featured snippet titles start with “What” or “Why,” 
indicating that they are largely informational in nature.

Pro Tip: Most of the “What” question keywords have the highest 
search volume, but you have to find out the question keywords with 
low Keyword Difficulty (KD) score to win them.

An average of 19% of featured snippets are of Listicle type, consisting 
of an average of 6 items and 44 words.

You’ll find two kinds of listicle featured snippets: ordered and 
unordered lists.

Listicle Featured Snippets

Ordered List
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Pro Tip: Listicle featured snippets are derived from “How” and “Why” 
keyword terms. If you’re looking to get featured snippets faster, 
they’re your go-to.

Unordered List
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Around 6.3% of featured snippets are of the Table type. They have an 
average of five rows and two columns with 40 to 45 words.

Pro Tip: To optimize for this type of featured snippet, mark up relevant 
content in a table format using the table tags in HTML. Some are 
tempted to make graphics for tables, but then you’re missing out on 
this opportunity.

Table Featured Snippets
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Only 4.6% of featured snippets are of the video type, the average one 
being 6 minutes and 35 seconds in length.

Pro Tip: If your audience heavily consumes video content, a video 
featured snippet is your way to success. Look for the keywords with 
low search volume and tada! You’ve got them.

Video Featured Snippets
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HOW TO OPTIMIZE FOR FEATURED SNIPPETS
Whenever you see a competitor ranking on featured snippets, you 
should have this one question in mind:

How do I steal that featured snippet and get one for my website?

Here’s how to get started.

Stealing competitors’ featured snippets is not easy.

Put the competitors’ URL in Semrush and look for the keyword groups 
that own featured snippets.

1. Identify Competitors’ Featured Snippets
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Copy this content calendar template to start planning, implementing, 
and optimizing your content to rank.

Don’t forget to add the content topics and the type of featured 
snippet in your content calendar to keep track of why you’re 
optimizing the page.

Now, you want to:
• Export the list.
• Categorize them into different types of featured snippets.
• Sort them by search volume.
• Highlight the low KD score.
• And gather them to initiate planning.
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Once you’re done finalizing the content topics, it’s time to identify the 
keywords present on the content currently owning featured snippets.

Click on the down arrow in Semrush beside the selected keyword 
to see expanded information on the keywords ranking in featured 
snippets.

Collect the related as well as question keywords and add them to your 
content calendar.

2. Gather the Keywords for Each FS-Owned Content
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One of the most important considerations in optimizing for featured 
snippets is understanding the search intent behind each triggering 
query.

You’re going to write the content for the first two. Each will have 
different intents while searching, but it will always be informational 
(and navigational when users want to click through them).

3. Understand Searcher Intent

Three types of people search for your keywords:

Because there was only one search intent for a featured 
snippet, I thought to classify them further into four cate-
gories depending on whether they want:

• Potential customers.
• Influencers who persuade your potential customers to buy 

from you.
• And your competitors.

• A specific answer.
• A brief answer.
• A comparison.
• A video.
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Here, a user search query is a question that requires a specific 
answer. This type of FS has a lower CTR, as people come to get a 
specific answer and typically do not want or need to read further.

This type of FS can help in brand building but is unlikely to drive a lot 
of traffic.

Get a Specific Answer
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Here, the user expects a paragraph or listicle type of featured snippet 
as shown in the types section above. If users want to get more 
information, they’ll click on the results.

This type of search query assists in both CTR and building brand 
reputation.

This type of search query comes up with a table type of featured 
snippet. The table content is larger than what Google Featured 
Snippets can show. So, this type of search intent is most likely to 
boost the CTR.

And lastly, if users are looking for “how-to” answers and a video, it will 
get the maximum CTR.

Understand the different types of informational search intent behind 
the search query. They are relevant to the type of featured snippets 
available, which can help you plan and optimize your content.

Get a Brief Answer

Get a Comparison

Get a Video
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Go back to Semrush and open its SEO content template tool. Input 
your keyword or content topic, select the targeted location, and click 
on the green button.

4. Run a Competitive Analysis

You’ll get the below SEO recommendations for your 
content to inform content optimization for featured 
snippets.

• Your top 10 rivals for target keywords to let you understand 
whom you’re going to compete with.
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• Key recommendations in terms of what your content must 
have, backlinks it shall acquire, readability it must have, and 
recommended text length to serve the user search intent 
and expectations.

• Suggestions on how they’re using target keywords so you 
can use them better.
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• Basic SEO recommendations to make your content 
search-friendly.
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By now, you have the content topics, their targeted keywords, 
the type of featured snippet, its search intent, and a pool of SEO 
recommendations from competitors’ snippets.

If you’re writing new content, you need to create the content outline. 
And if you’ve already written the piece, you may need to revamp the 
outline as per the research gathered above.

You should always aim to create the best content — that is, content 
that delivers value for years, like the piece below.

5. Create/Update the Content Outline

6. Create Content Better Than the Competition’s

• Cover the basic information users expect in content based 
on the user search query and its intent.

• Add more value than competing blogs by including statisti-
cal data, rich media, examples, pointers, etc.

• Write in simple and shorter sentences to improve the 
readability of the content.

• Focus on research-based content over opinion-based. 
Citations help Google better understand your content.
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7. Validate the Content

Once you have the content ready, double-check that it 
meets your needs for:

• Your target audience.
• Defined user search intent.
• Targeted keywords.
• Suggestions listed.

This check is vital to ensure you’re on the right track towards getting a 
featured snippet.
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Well-organized content is easy to scan through, read, and understand 
for users and search engines alike.

Here’s an example of how you might organize a piece of content to 
give it good structure:

Whether Google picks up your page for Featured Snippet depends 
on how you create and organize your content. For example, if you 
are targeting a paragraph FS, you might because your content with a 
question. If you include an ordered list, you are more likely to achieve 
a listicle snippet. 

8. Organize Your Content for Readers & Search  
     Engines
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Organizing your content to get featured snippets is incomplete 
without adding question keywords to the heading tags.

Pick up the relevant question keywords with high search volume and 
put them in your heading tags – most of the featured snippets you see 
on Google start right after a heading tag.

Look at an example below:

The right question keyword phrase in the right place can make all the 
difference.

9. Add Question Keywords in Heading Tags
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Graphics play a crucial role in owning a featured snippet, especially for 
the paragraph and listicle-type featured snippets.

Try to use real-life pictures or custom-made graphics rather than 
stock images to improve the users’ experience and avoid appearing 
generic.

Add as many images as your content requires.

10. Add Relevant Graphics
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Your content is ready for users. Now, you need to help Google 
understand what the page is all about — and quickly.

11. Implement SEO Tactics

Here are some SEO tactics that work for featured 
snippets:

• Perfect URL structure: Keep your URLs short, ideally three 
to four words.

• Title tag: Use Coschedule Headline Analyzer and the SEO-
mofo snippet optimization tool to create a catchy title tag 
that fits the pixel requirements.

• Meta description tag: Use SEOmofo to make the most 
of the pixels available and write user-centric and key-
word-specific meta descriptions to drive the highest clicks.

• Heading tags: Use question keywords, as discussed above.
• Image Alt attributes: For all graphics, make sure you use 

descriptive alt text to help Google understand what the 
image is all about. Most of the best-performing content has 
images with alt attributes.

• Internal links: Help Google identify your site’s most import-
ant pages. If you achieve a featured snippet, you want to 
support the rankings of your best pages with it.

• External links: Let Google know which external sites you 
trust and demonstrate credibility with your citations.

• Schema markup tags: Help Google understand what your 
page is about and recognize elements like tables.

• Link building: Build links to help Google understand your 
website’s authoritativeness.
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With this process of optimizing for featured snippets in place, I check 
the results at 7, 14, and 21 days.

If I see an improvement in impressions, I’ll work harder for clicks. 

Be sure to track the differences in impressions, rankings, and CTR in 
Google Search Console, and traffic and visibility in Semrush.

Keep on optimizing your content until you see a featured snippet and 
can track results from it, such as:

12. Keep Optimizing Until You Achieve a Featured Snippet
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WHAT’S NEW FOR FEATURED SNIPPETS IN 2021?
Recently, the SEO industry noticed two new features on Google 
Search results for featured snippets.

When you click on this button, the content is read aloud while the text 
is highlighted alongside.

“Hear this out loud” Button
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This section appears below the main section of the featured snippet 
and picks up the heading tags that you’ve added to your page.

Now you have another reason to better organize your content using 
heading tags!

“Also covered on this page” Section
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS) FOR 
GOOGLE FEATURED SNIPPETS
Here are some of the most frequently asked featured snippets 
questions I get from SEO professionals.

If you fall astray of Google’s policies, you may lose the featured 
snippet. Of course, you might lose it if a competitor does a better job 
of answering that query, too.

Why Might Featured Snippets Be Removed?

Your featured snippet may get removed automatically or 
manually by Google if it falls under:

• Dangerous content.
• Deceptive practices.
• Harassing content.
• Hateful content.
• Manipulated media.
• Medical content.
• Sexually explicit content.
• Terrorist content.
• Violence and gore.
• Vulgar language and profanity.
• Content that contradicts that of experts in the fields of 

civics, medical, scientific, and historical.
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No. Ecommerce products can get featured listings on Google SERPs 
using Google Shopping and Product Listing Ads (PLAs).

However, ecommerce websites can still own featured snippets for 
their guides and blogs.

Featured snippets are picked up from the webpage’s content to 
answer a user query, while rich snippets are an enhanced organic 
search result.

If your search result has reviews attached to it, that’s a rich snippet. If 
your webpage provides information to users in a bit more detailed way 
on the first position on SERPs, it’s a featured snippet.

Learn more about optimizing for rich snippets here.

To understand how featured snippets work, let’s break down Google’s 
patent on generating snippets based on content:

Are Featured Snippets Available for Ecommerce 
Products or Category Pages?

Featured Snippets vs. Rich Snippets: What’s the 
Difference?

How Do Featured Snippets Work?
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When Google receives a search query, it tries to find the best result to 
match it. 

That’s how Google selects a website for featured snippets and works 
to provide the relevant information quickly to the users.

1. Identifying the text features within a keyword-based 
sentence to check its eligibility to rank as a featured snippet.

2. Determining the break features that would indicate the place 
where the keyword-based sentence can be truncated on a 
featured snippet.

3. Calculating and assigning the snippet score to identify the 
strength of the snippets.

4. Selecting the snippet with the highest snippet score.

And when Google is ready with the list of search results, 
it follows the process below to pick up the relevant 
featured snippet from the top 10 search results:
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GO, GET YOUR FEATURED SNIPPETS NOW!
Google’s featured snippet format focuses on providing information to 
the users on its platform itself. However, not all information can be 
displayed in 40-45 words.

Hence, they can be a great tool to boost your organic traffic.

Use the above guide to own featured snippets and become a thought 
leader in your industry, giving your brand reputation and organic 
traffic a boost. If you’ve optimized your site well, conversions will 
follow!

More Resources:

• Google: Webpages with Featured Snippets Won’t Appear 
Twice on Page 1

• 7 Types of Content That Dominate Position Zero
• How to Do Keyword Research for SEO: The Ultimate Guide
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HOW TO ADD INTERNAL AND 
EXTERNAL LINKS THAT GET 
CLICKS AND CONVERSIONS
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Internal and external links have a significant role to play in guiding 
website visitors to the answers they seek about your products and 
services. 

Each link should lead your audience to the next relevant piece of 
content they need to continue their information gathering and/or 
customer journey. 

Links are the lifeblood of the web, connecting each piece of content 
to the next. Search engines use both internal and external links to 
determine, in part, which pages are most authoritative on any given 
subject. 

As such, both internal and external links play an important role in SEO.
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WHY ARE INTERNAL LINKS IMPORTANT?
Internal links are used by Google and other search engines to better 
understand the structure of a website. 

They enable site owners to let their visitors and the search engines 
know which pages are most important.

For example, the top-level sections in a website’s navigation (e.g., 
Products, Services, About Us, Resources) tell the search engines what 
the site owner believes to be the most important content. 

Search engine spiders crawl the various links within a site to 
determine its structure, and those pages closer to the top of the 
hierarchy are naturally considered more important. 

After all, you wouldn’t want to bury your most important content 
several layers deep within your website where it would be difficult to 
find. 

Always keep in mind that you are ultimately creating your website and 
all of the content within it to provide readily accessible answers to 
your target audience’s questions.
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WHY DO EXTERNAL LINKS MATTER?
Google and other search engines value links. If you link to an external 
website, search engines perceive this as an endorsement of the 
content being linked to. 

External links can be used to cite a source, provide verification for 
information, and offer further context for the reader. 

Again, Google’s modus operandi is delivering the right content to the 
right people at the right time. It doesn’t really care where the answers 
live, so sometimes it makes sense to link to the right piece of external 
content. You can’t be expected to have all of the answers.

For example, there may be an excellent article published on a highly 
relevant and well-respected industry website that directly or indirectly 
relates to a product or service offered by your organization.

If the information in this article will benefit your audience by 
answering additional questions they may have or shedding more light 
on a topic, it certainly behooves you to link to such an article.
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WHERE, WHEN AND HOW SHOULD LINKS 
BE ADDED?
When you’re looking at adding links to new or existing website 
content, put yourself in the shoes of a member of your audience. 
Think about how they will want to engage with it and where a link 
might help.

If you have not already, take a step back to map out your typical 
customer journey. This will help guide which pieces and/or types 
of content you control should link through to other pieces, from 
awareness to consideration to intent, and on to conversion. 

Do not be afraid to incorporate clear calls to action (CTAs). These are 
helpful for those customers who are ready to click through to the next 
logical step in their journey and/or those who are not ready and may 
require additional information. 

Today, most customer journeys are not linear. It’s important to provide 
options depending on where your customers find themselves in their 
search for answers, products or services, and you do that with links.

Are there topical keywords and/or concepts within your new or 
existing piece of content that require elaboration or raise questions? 

Do you have additional content to answer those questions (in blog 
posts or FAQs, for example) or do you know where the answer lies? 
Can you conduct some research to find it? 
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By linking to content that provides relevant answers to these 
questions via the actual keywords (a.k.a., anchor text), you provide 
the search engines with an important signal to help tie the questions 
and answers together.

Your most prominent links and calls to action can naturally be tied to a 
button or image, such as a banner, and placed strategically to better 
catch the attention of your website visitors. 

Visual UX analytics tools like click heatmaps can and should be used 
to monitor how visitors are engaging with your content and which 
links they are (or are not) clicking on. 

Further, tools like a Path Analysis Report in Google Analytics 4 can be 
used to determine the paths taken by website visitors from page to 
page and any on-page actions taken.
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Data from tools such as these can help to inform and optimize your 
ongoing internal and external linking strategy.

Having identified where and when to add links, there are a couple of 
items to consider when linking.
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OPEN IN A NEW WINDOW/TAB
When linking externally, you may want to have the link to the external 
webpage/content open in a new window or tab. 

This way, when the reader is done looking at the “related” content, 
they can easily close this second window, navigate back to your 
original article and continue on with their journey. 

Internal links generally do not need to open in a new window as you 
are not directing your reader away from your property. However, there 
may be instances where this makes sense; for example, when linking 
to an associated Help documentation on a software website.

Far too often, I click on a link and am taken to an external website 
within the same browser/window, then click on another link that takes 
me to a second external site. 

Suddenly, I’ve lost track of where I started. 

Yes, I could hit my browser Back button or review my browsing 
history. But I am not making an extra effort to find the original article if 
the author didn’t think it was important enough for me to stick around 
in the first place.
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FOLLOW OR NO FOLLOW
As a website owner, you have the option of designating your links 
as Follow or No Follow by tagging the link with a <rel=”no follow”> 
attribute. 

All other links are Follow by default.

Using No Follow tells search engines that support it not to assign 
any value to the link in relation to the page it has been included on.  
It literally means that you do not want Google to follow that link and 
crawl the corresponding page.

It’s worth noting that Google has clearly indicated they take this 
attribute as advice and not as a directive.

Virtually all of your internal links will be Follow links, but there may 
be circumstances where you choose to have No Follow external links 
on your site. There are also attributes for links to paid, sponsored or 
user-generated content where you cannot confidently vouch for it or 
have control over it. See Should You Use Nofollow, Sponsored, or UGC 
Links? to learn more about when to use each one.
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ADD LINKS, BUT DON’T OVERDO IT
While using internal and external links adds value for your audience 
and the search engines, as with all things SEO, it is also important not 
to overdo it. 

In fact, Google recently indicated that having too many links on any 
given page can actually have an adverse effect, as it will dilute the 
value of those links. 

Google uses links to understand the structure of a website and if 
there are too many, it can become a jumbled mess. However, if you’ve 
done a proper job of reviewing your content and incorporating links 
to other relevant complementary content, a logical structure should 
reveal itself. 

If you review your content and it feels like there are too many links or 
links that do not really add value for your audience, reevaluate and 
edit with that in mind.
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TO RECAP
Strategically adding and managing internal and external links remains 
an important SEO activity. Links help guide Google, other search 
engines, and ultimately all website visitors through the logical 
structure of a website, highlighting those pieces of content deemed 
most important as they go. 

A good linking strategy will roughly follow a customer journey, 
answering searchers’ questions or elaborating on topics with 
awareness content through to conversion via links and clear calls to 
action.

Always keep your user’s experience top of mind with linking, and you’ll 
naturally optimize for search, as well.
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12 IMPORTANT IMAGE 
SEO TIPS YOU NEED 
TO KNOW
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Think about the last time you uploaded an image to your website. 
Chances are you downloaded it from a stock photography site, 
uploaded it to the backend of your site, and then inserted it to the 
page.

This makes a shining example of image optimization, right? Not quite.
You’ve added a giant bowling ball weight to your site that’s slowing 
down the page speed. And, search engines can’t read your images 
without alt text.

Let’s change that.

Over 20% of all U.S. web searches happen on Google Images, 
according to 2018 data from Jumpshot.

SEO amateurs and pros alike know that optimizing images for your 
website is notoriously worth the time spent.

Dan Morgan at WebSpection got one of his photos to rank #1 in 
Google Images for “best person in Cardiff” in less than four days by 
optimizing his image.

And, Robbie Richards generated 150,732 visits by adding image alt 
tags, compressing images, and a few other SEO tricks.

Without proper image optimization, you’re wasting a valuable SEO 
asset.

It’s like the search engines are giving away Oreos and milk for free. 
But, you only take the Oreo. When in reality, the Oreo is way better 
dunked in milk.
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Image optimization creates many advantages such as better 
user experience, faster page load times, and additional ranking 
opportunities. And, it’s becoming an increasingly more important role.

As Matt Southern pointed out, Gary Illyes’ statement on image search 
in a recent Reddit chat:

But which factors are most important to ensure your images are 
findable and don’t slow down your site?

Here are 12 important image optimization tips you need to know.

“We simply know that media search is way too ignored 
for what it’s capable doing for publishers so we’re 
throwing more engineers at it as well as more outreach.”
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Decoding all the various image formats can feel like your first time 
ordering at Taco Bell. But, before you can start adding images to your 
site, you want to make sure you’ve chosen the best file type.

1. Choose the Right Format

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-images-video-search-have-massive-potential-often-overlooked-by-seos/292679/


For me, PNG is the unsung hero of image formatting. But, for my daily 
use, PNG is the way to go then convert those into WebP. 

Just be careful if you’re using .jpg images inside an inline SVG format 
as Google’s systems can’t index these.

While there are many image formats to choose from, the 
PNG and JPEG are the most common for the web.

• PNG: Produces better quality images, but comes with a 
larger file size.

• JPEG: You may lose image quality, but you can adjust the 
quality level to find a good balance.

• WebP: Choose lossless or lossy compression using this, the 
only image format supported by both Chrome and Firefox.
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https://developers.google.com/search/mobile-sites/mobile-first-indexing
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/image-optimization-tips/305391/


Yep, hell hath no fury like a bloated webpage after uploading an image 
that’s not compressed.

Search engines will look at your webpage like you might look at a big 
vat of Crisco: You can’t seriously be considering putting that on your 
website, right?

According to HTTP Archive, images makeup on average 21% of a total 
webpage’s weight.

That’s why I highly recommend compressing your images before 
uploading to your site. You can do this in Photoshop or you can use a 
tool like TinyPNG. 

TingPNG also has a WordPress plugin you can use too.

However, I prefer WP Smush as my WordPress plugin. It reduces the 
image file size without removing the quality. 

Whatever plugin you use, make sure to find one that compresses the 
images externally on their servers. It reduces the load on your own 
site.

Or, take it a step further and use an image CDN that detects the 
device and optimizes the image prior to delivery. Cloudinary and Imgix 
are two options to try out.

Increasingly.com improved website speed by 33%/2 seconds by 
compressing images.

2. Compress Your Images
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I mean, there’s just something sexy about faster page speed when 
you compress your images.

If you’re unsure how your images are affecting your page speed, I 
recommend using Google’s PageSpeed Insights tool.

You want your photos to pop on your site. If you fill your website with 
stock imagery, you’ll look unoriginal – like thousands of other sites 
that don’t stand out.

Too many websites are cluttered with the same generic stock photos.

Think about a corporate website, a consulting firm, a business that 
prides itself on customer service. All these websites use virtually the 
same looking stock image of a businessman smiling.

I’m sure you’ve seen one that looks like this:

3. Create Unique Images
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While you may have your stock images perfectly optimized, it won’t 
have the same impact or potential SEO benefits as an original, high-
quality image.

The more original pictures you have, the better experience for the 
user and the better your odds are of ranking on relevant searches.

Keep in mind that large images are more likely to be featured in 
Google Discover. 

As Google recommends in its Advanced SEO resource, 

Do not use your logo as the image.

“Large images need to be at least 1200 px wide and 
enabled by the max-image-preview:large setting, or by 
using AMP.” 
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Regardless of the image files you choose to use, make sure there’s no 
copyright conflict.

The Postal Service is paying $3.5 million in an image copyright 
lawsuit. And, Skechers got sued for $2.5 million.

If Getty, Shutterstock, DepositFiles, or some other stock photo 
provider owns an image you use, and you don’t have a license to use 
it, then you’re risking an expensive lawsuit.

Under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), you could be 
issued a notice if you have violated any copyright issues. If the owner 
of a piece of content sees their content on your website, they can 
issue a DMCA Takedown which you must comply with.

Google Images allows you to filter results based on those available for 
reuse. And, Mindy Weinstein shares 41 different websites to find free 
images.

When it comes to SEO, creating descriptive, keyword-rich file names 
is absolutely crucial.

Not customizing your image file name is like getting a burrito with 
nothing in it. It just plain sucks.

Image file names alert Google and other search engine crawlers as to 
the subject matter of the image.

4. Beware of Copyright

5. Customize Image File Names
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Typically, file names will look like “IMG_722019” or something similar. 
That’s like ordering from a menu in a different language. It doesn’t help 
Google.

Change the file name from the default to help the search engines 
understand your image and improve your SEO value.

This involves a bit of work, depending on how extensive your media 
library is, but changing the default image name is always a good idea.
 
Let’s pretend you have an image of chocolate for example.
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I could name it simply “chocolate” but if you sell chocolate on your 
website, potentially every image can be named “chocolate-1,” 
“chocolate-2,” and so on.

I named this image “dark-chocolate-coffee” to let users and search 
engines understand the image.

Alt tags are a text alternative to images when a browser can’t properly 
render them. Similar to the title, the alt attribute is used to describe 
the contents of an image file.

When the image won’t load, you’ll get an image box with the alt tag 
present in the top left corner. Make sure they fit with the image and 
make the picture relevant.

Paying attention to alt tags is also beneficial to the overall on-page 
SEO strategy. You want to make sure that all other optimization areas 
are in place, but if the image fails to load for any reason, users will see 
what the image is supposed to be.

Plus, adding appropriate alt tags to the images on your website can 
help your website achieve better rankings in the search engines by 
associating keywords with images. Even Google has remarked on the 
value of alt text in images.

It provides Google with useful information about the subject matter of 
the image. We use this information to help determine the best image 
to return for a user’s query.

6. Write SEO-Friendly Alt Text
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Alt text is required under the American Disabilities Act for individuals 
who are unable to view images themselves. A descriptive alt text can 
alert users exactly what is in the photo. For example, say you have a 
picture of chocolate on your website.

The alt text could read:

<img src=”chocolate-1.jpg” alt=”chocolate”/>

However, a better alternative text that describes the image would 
read:

<img src=”chocolate-1.jpg” alt=”dark chocolate coffee flavored bar”/>

Alt text is viewable in the cached text version of the page, aiding in its 
benefit to both users and the search engines. For further SEO value, 
the alt text can act as the anchor text of an internal link when the 
image links to a different page on the site.
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Google updated its Image Guidelines. One of the major updates they 
revealed was that they use the file path and file name to rank images.

Repeat: The file path and file name is an actual ranking factor.

For example, if you’re an ecommerce brand with multiple products, 
instead of placing all your product images into a generic /media/ 
folder, I would recommend structuring your subfolders to more 
category related topics like /shorts/ or /denim/.

Google also revealed that it uses your page title and description as 
part of its image search algorithm.

The Google support page states:

7. Think About the Image File Structure

8. Optimize Your Page Title & Description
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All of your basic on-page SEO factors like meta data, header tags, 
copy on the page, structured data, etc. affects the way Google ranks 
your images.

It’s like putting all your toppings on your burrito. It tastes way better 
with guac. So, make sure to add the guac for improving image 
rankings.
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If you’re using AMP or PWAs, you are required to define your image 
dimensions in the source code.

However, if you’re not using either, it’s still a best practice to define 
the width and height. It provides a better user experience.

Plus, it allows the browsers to size the image before the CSS is 
loaded. This stops the page from jumping when it loads.

Image dimension attributes are also important for preventing 
Cumulative Layout Shift (CLS) issues that can interfere with your Core 
Web Vitals optimization.

Making sure that you include width and height attributes for every 
image and video element is key.

This tells the browser how much space to allocate for the resource 
and prevents that annoying content-shifting that lowers your CLS 
score. Learn more here.

9. Define Your Dimensions
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Oh, mobile SEO. At its worst, it can give you a high bounce rate and 
low conversions. But, at its best, it can give you more ranking power 
and better user engagement.

Problem is, how do you optimize your images for the mobile-first 
index?

Luckily, Google offers guidance on best practices for images. 

In short, you want to create responsive images. This means the image 
will scale with the size of the site whether the user is using desktop or 
mobile. It adjusts to the size of the device.

Mozilla offers a comprehensive guide on using the srcset and sizes 
attributes to provide the browser additional source images, enabling 
the display of identical image content resized for the device.

It is important to format this with a different part of the attribute value 
on each line, as demonstrated in this example from their resource:

10. Make Your Images Mobile-Friendly
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<img srcset=”elva-fairy-480w.jpg 480w,

elva-fairy-800w.jpg 800w”

sizes=”(max-width: 600px) 480px,

800px”

src=”elva-fairy-800w.jpg”

alt=”Elva dressed as a fairy”>

Learn more about using srcset for responsive images here.

Whether you’re adding your images to your sitemap or creating a new 
sitemap for images, you want images somewhere in your sitemaps.

Having your images in a sitemap greatly increases the chances of 
search engines crawling and indexing your images. Thus, results in 
more site traffic.

If you’re using WordPress, Yoast and RankMath offer a sitemap 
solution in their plugin.

11. Add Images to Your Sitemap
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Structured data markup your content types to guide google and 
search engines to deliver better visual results. Essentially, Google 
could serve your images as a rich result if you add structured data. 

For example, if you’re using schema markup on a product page and 
you label the image as a product, Google could pair this image with a 
price tag. Search engines skip the algorithm and use the information 
provided in the structured data to provide the right image. 

12. Add Structured Data

IMAGE OPTIMIZATION KEY TAKEAWAYS
So, before you begin uploading your image to your site, make sure to 
follow the image optimization rituals from above.

The most important thing is to make sure the image 
and alternative text are relevant to the page. Other key 
takeaways:

• Choose the right file format. PNGs are my favorite for 
screenshots.

• Reduce file size for faster page load speed.
• Make sure your on-page SEO elements (meta data, 

structured data, etc.) pair with your image.
• For crawlability, create an image sitemap or make sure your 

images are featured in your sitemap.
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Optimizing images are no joke. With advancements in voice search 
technology, media is a growing importance and your entire site will 
benefit from taking the steps above.

Happy optimizing!
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